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The purpose of this investigation was to show the methodological 
basis of John Dewey ' s  Philosophy of Education , to state his explanation 
of the method bes t suited to education , and to establish a relationship , 
if any , between his philosophy and attitudes in contemporary education •. 
A search was made covering most  of Dewey ' s  written work , includ­
ing a bound ed ition of his lecture notes . A thorough study of Joseph 
Ratner ' s  commentary on Dewey ' s  Philosophy of Educat ion and of Dewey ' s  
exposition on logic , or inquiry , was undertaken . I t  was mainly from 
these sources that Dewey ' s  Philosophy of Education was determined . The 
experiences and comments of a few contemporary educators were c ited to 
indicate the relevancy of what Dewey advocated for what is taking place 
in education today . 
Dewey ' s  method of teaching was based essent ially on the sc ientific 
method , which he expanded or modified to fit the individual ' s  educa­
cational needs in his total environment . Dewey emphasized the impor­
tance of a s tudent having experiences immediately benef icial to him .  He 
also advocated that educators be on the alert for signs of creativity 
and to encourage its development . 
Experimentation is , according to Dewey , the mode of acquiring 
knowledge in science and , therefore , in education . He insisted that a 
necessary condition for knowledge is that it be useful or enj oyable . 
iii 
This study concludes with some observations concerning Dewey's 
influence on education: 
1. Educators today are making considerable effort to develop 
the "whole" person. 
2. Individual differences in students are considered in 
teaching. 
3. The importance of vocational development is recognized. 
4. Many educators are interested in applying the scientific 
method of inquiry to teaching. 
iv 
5. Many teachers consider education as growth, the one word that 
perhaps identifies John Dewey's philosophy of education. 
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I .  INTRODUCTION 
Thes is : John Dewey ' s  method of inquiry--the sc ien�i(ic method 
--account s for his ideas on education . 
Cons tructive thinking is , of course , a thing that educators hope , 
and work to see grow in the s tudent . That is not to say that the edu-
cator pours into the mind of the learner certain fact s  and ideas and 
that the learner in turn sp ills f or th , in a repet it ious monologue , that 
which he has memori zed.  No teacher admits to being guilty of this sort 
of instruct ion , yet every teacher can point to another and accuse him of 
such malpract ice . It was this trad itional mode of education that 
created a rebellion in Dewey and caused him to seek the answers to 
quest ions about learning , and to suggest innovations that would perhaps 
fac ilitate the acquis it ion of knowledge and produce super ior result s  in 
the f ield of educat ion which would ultimately benef it soc iety as a whole . 
In order to analyze the process of learning , Dewey looked at man 
in his ent irety and found in the id ea of reasoning the answer to many . 
quest ions concerning educat ion . Reasoning , quoting Dewey , 
• is mar shalling a series of terms and propos it ions unt il 
we can bind some doub tful· fact f irmly to an unquest ioned , 
1 
although remote,  truth; it is the regular way in which a certain 
proposit ion is brought to bear on a precarious one 1 
Reason ,  accord ing to John Dewey , when used as a noun , 
. . . s ignifies the happy cooperation of a multitude of dis­
posit ions , such as sympathy , curiosity , explorat ion , experimen­
tation , frankness , pursuit . • .  circumspec tion • • •  2 
2 
This discuss ion will begin with a working definition of thinking--
the genus , of which reasoning is a species--and will present salient 
points of the process based on Dewey ' s  observation of the function and 
results  of thinking . 
II . DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Thinking 
Dewey distinguishes two types of thinking , reflective and 
unreflective . Reflection is the bet ter way of thinking--the type that 
education should encourage and cultivate in the student . Unreflective 
thought is the loose way and should not be cultivated . It  is composed 
of three kinds of thinking . The first kind , Dewey calls "Stream of 
Consciousness , "  and it is  characterized by the automatic , · unregulated , 
and uncontrolled cours ing of ideas through one ' s  mind . Most of us spend 
many waking hours in this inconsequent�al trifling with mental pictures , 
1 Joseph Ratner (ed . ) ,  Intelligence in the Modern World : John 
. Dewey ' s  Philosophy (New York : The Modern Library , 1939) , p .  845 .  
2 Ib id . , p .  759 . 
random recollections , unfounded hopes , and flitting half-developed 
impress ions . This kind of thinking is rarely , if ever , productive . 
3 
The second kind of thinking will be referred to--although Dewey 
did not name it , he only described it--as the mental picture �· This 
sort of thinking is of things not sensed , of things B£! seen , heard , 
touched , smelled , or tasted . The most  important aspect of mental pic­
ture thinking is the succession of imaginative episodes , having a 
certain coherenc e ,  hanging together on a cont inuous thread , and lying 
between flights of fancy and considerations deliberately used to estab­
lish a conclusion . For example , children ' s  imaginative s tories all 
possess degrees of internal congruity; some are disj ointed, some are 
ar ticulated , but when connected they s imulate reflective thought and are 
found usually in minds of logical capacity . These imaginative efforts 
often precede and prepare the way for a closely knit type of thinking . 
A third kind of unreflective thinking is narrower than that of 
the foregoing· examples . This kind of thinking is des ignated as a foster 
or adopted belief and refers to something beyond itself , for example , 
matter s of fact or of law, by which it is tested . Such beliefs are not 
knowledge , but act as knowledge until quest ioned . Belief-thoughts grow 
up unconsc iously from tradit ion , instruction , and imitation ;  they may be 
prej ud ices . These prej udgments are not conclusions reached by personal 
mental activity , such as observing , collecting , and examining evidence . 
If  they are correct ,  their correctness is accidental . 
Reflective Thinking 
Reflective thinking is characterized by its regularity . It  
involves an ordered sequence of ideas , a consecutive ordering in which 
each idea determines the next one as its proper outcome , and each out-
4 
come refers to it s predecessors . Each phase is a step from something to 
something--it is a term of thought . There is in any stream of reflec-
t ive thought a chain of ideas moving to an end , a destination , or a con-
elusion that can be substant iated empirically . The goal controls the 
sequence.of ideas . Reflective thinking may be motivated by a belief , 
part icularly if the truth of the belief is threatened by our own doubt-
ing , by another person ' s challenge , or by empirical evidence .  When we 
begin to determine the grounds for our beliefs ,  our belief s will become 
more firmly �ntrenched , even be held dogmatically , or they will give way 
3 to alterations . These alterations can be so severe that a contrary 
belief could be the result . 
Reflect ive thinking is evidenced by an ordered , logical chain of 
ideas which have a controlling purpose and goal and which are subj ected 
to personal examination , scrutiny , and inquiry . Reflective thought con-
stitutes , in Dewey ' s  own words ,  "active , persistent , and careful 
3such trans itions in beliefs are frequently accompanied by con­
s iderable emotional disturbances . Consequently , one wonders what is the 
relation between reflective thinking and emotions . Does the act of 
reflective thinking or does the product of the act cause emot ional 
stimulation? 
consideration of any belief·or supposed form· of knowledge in the light 
of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it 
tends, ,,4 
III . HOW REFLECTIVE THINKING WORKS 
There are no sharp divisions between the operations of the two 
types of thinking , and perhaps the only distinctive s ign of reflective 
thinking is that it is concerned with solving problems . The different 
modes of thinking blend into one another until each type , at times , 
resembles the other . We have here two poles of thinking . The negative 
pole is merely the irresponsible stream of fancies , or daydreaming , and 
it is nonproduc tive . Careful examination of evidence--controlled , pro-
ductive thinking--const itutes the posit ive pole . 
. . • On seeing an obj ect . • .  we j ust  happen to think • . •  
of something else ; • • . we consider the possibility and nature 
of the connection between the object �and �object sug­
gested . The seen thing is regarded as in some way the ground or 
basis of belief in the suggested thing ; it possess the quality of 
eviden"Ce . 5 
From the above quotation ,  three questions arise : 
1 .  What is it that causes us to "j ust  happen to think" ? 
2. Why do "we consider the possibility . . . " ? 
3 .  What mechanism, organism , or force causes us to regard 
" the ground" ? 
5 
4 John Dewey , � We Think (Boston : D . C .  Heath and Company , 1933 ) , . 
pp . 1-9 . 
5 Ibid . , p .  10 . 
Dewey apparently doesn ' t  answer these quest ions� If he had answered 
them we would know more about the process of learning. He j ust 
descr ibes thinking ; he is not explaining it . His control factor in all 
6 
reflective or distinct ively intellectual thinking is the function of the 
mental process that one. thing signif ies or indicates another. Reflec-
t ion commences upon the inquiry of the reliability of a particular ind i-
cater , and the possible acceptance of the thing suggested or indicated . 
Postreflective belief is that·which is believed after inquiry , after 
doubt-has been dispelled . 
According to Dewey , reflective thinking starts in a state of 
doubt , which is characterized by hesitation , perplexity , or mental diffi-
culty . 
Some inhibition of d irect action is necessary �o the condition 
of hesitation and delay that is essent ial.to thinking. Thought 
is , as it were , conduct turned in upon itself and examining it s 
purpose and its condit ion , its resources , aids , and difficulties 
and obstacles�6 
The act of searching , hunting , or inquiring to find a way to resolve the 
state of doubt or to dispose of the perplexity is the second phase of 
reflective thinking� The result of the second phase_ or act is the 
bringing of facts and their relat ions into focus so that one may reach 
a conclusion . 
We may infer , at this point , that if one is having mental diffi-
culty and is unable to engage in the second phase--the act of 
6 Ibid . , p .  108. 
7 
res olut ion--then he will remain in a state of doubt, and this doubt may 
eventually affect his health . The prob lem then becomes one of  help ing 
the learner help hims elf act to resolve his doubts . How effect ively 
does educat ion function in this capacity , or is this a function of edu­
cat ion? Is education generally concerned about the doubts  which it 
creates in the stud ent ? (This ques tion refers pr imar ily to values . )  
Perhaps one would d isagree that educat ion produces doubts in stud ents ,  
or even small anxieties , and argue that some other facet of society is 
respons ib le for such doubting and resolut ions . In any case , reflection 
is aimed at the discovery of fact s that will serve the purpose--that of 
reaching a solution . The need for a solution is the "balance wheel " and 
compass for the ent ire process of reflect ion . "The nature of the prob­
lem f ixes the end of thought and the end control� the process of 
thinking . "7 
IV . FINDING THE UNKNOWN AND VALIDATING AN INFERENCE 
In ins tances of reflect ive thinking , a person faces a given 
present situat ion . His task is to arrive at something else , something 
that is not present . The proces s of arr iving in thought at something 
different from what is given is inference . From observed and remembered 
facts , one draws an inference , or inferences , from which other infer-
ences may be es tablished . Every inf erence goes beyond es tablished facts , 
7 Ibid, , p .  15. 
and to do this , Dewey says , involves a � from the known into the 
8 unknown . His using the word "j ump" is somewhat contradictory in that 
j ump implies isolated bits of knowledge that are collected by leaping 
from one.to the other , like cross ing a bay by hopping from one ice cake 
to another. He could have used crossover which would imply that there 
is a bridge from the kn?wn to the unknown , which there is . The bridge 
is the relationship established by the suggestion of something else . 
8 
One needs to find the relat ionship , bridge ,  and crossover to the unknown 
which then becomes known . Each new idea has a vest ige of past ideas . 
I t  is from one ' s  past experiences that specific suggestions arise , and 
the nature of each suggestion will depend upon the person ' s own 
interests . A suggestion is made ;  it is controlled by the fac ts , and 
from the suggestion , an inference or a number pf inferences may be drawn 
9 by the process of inferr ing . We have a tendency to believe an infer-
ence as true , but before an inference becomes belief it should be tested 
for its validity or else it remains an opinion without.much worth . 
Dewey emphasizes that what is important is : 
• . . that we discriminate between belief s that rest upon 
tested evidence and those that do not , and accordingly , to be on 
our guard as to the kind and degree of assent or belief that is 
j ustif ied . l0 
Inferences are tested in thought and by act ion . . In thought , all 
the elements of an inference are checked to determine if they are coher-
ent one with another . Act ion checks the factual consequences with 
8 Ibid . , p .  96 . 1
0Ibid . , p .  97 . 
9 
ant icipated consequences in thought . Testing in thought involves act ing 
in imagination, while action--physical or empirical--involves carrying 
out overtly the imagined act .  For an inference to be valid , it mus t  be 
in agreement with a· des ired conclusion meeting the requirement s of the 
s ituation . · 
The function of reflective thought is , therefore , to transform 
a situation in which there is experienced obscurity , doubt , con­
flict , disturbance of some sort , into a situation that is clear , 
coherent , settled ,  harmonious . ll 
Reflective thinking brings before the imagination actual life-
s ituations ; some contain doub t ,  and others have a desired outcome . An 
inference vital to any experience alters the s ituation in some respect 
by clarifying a vague aspect of the experience and by helping to arrange 
a continuity of thought--an order of .ideas . Genuine thinking terminates 
with an apprec iat ion of new values . 12 The appreciation one experiences 
is due to one ' s  having "given. birth" to his own creation through his own 
thought ; it is uniquely his own . What we do ourselves , with or without 
direction , warrants a degree of recognition for our accomplishment . 
Further appreciat ion develops when we recognize that our accomplishments 
lead to additional des ired experiences . A residual of an experience 
will be evident , although somet imes vaguely , in any new or different 
experience .  
11Ibid . , p .  101 . 
12Ibid . 
V .  THE PROCESS OF RESOLVING A DIFFICULT SITUATION 
When one faces a problematic situat ion , he may· pursue its 
10 
resolution in different ways . He may avoid it ; he may engage himself in 
fantasies ; or he may choose to resolve the conflict , in which case he 
13 will resort  to reflective thought . When he begins to reflect , he 
looks for data relevant to the problem .  Any facts not related to the 
situat ion are discarded , leaving only those data , which when reflected 
upon will produce suggestions leading to a_conclusion . Memory is 
brought into play as one endeavors to recall similar circumstances of 
his own or of others , and again , only those elements of his past experi-
ences are considered which are likely to help solve the present situ-
ation . The facts may be "good" or "bad�".poSitive or negative , benefi-
c ial or a hindrance toward reaching a conclusion but as they constitute 
the "facts of the case , "  they mus t  be dealt with--they are there . 
As one surveys the facts ,  suggestions for possible action arise 
and compete for cons ideration as a solution . Each suggested solution 
that imagination presents is j udged . One may evaluate many hypotheses 
before he resolves the difficulty--finds the desired consequence .  · 
Problems , facts or data , and suggested solutions are components 
of an experience ,  and the experience becomes of greater importance when 
one engages in reflective thought . Reflection produces a clearer under-
standing of what was invQlved in the experience . As the thinker has 
13 Ibid . , p .  102. 
11 
increased his knowledge� he is better equipped to engage in further 
exper iences of doubt and to face more difficult problems with less anxi-
�y:�nd with mor e confidence. 
The Problem As � Element of Exper ience 
If , within the context of one's exper ience ,  a problem or state of 
doub t does exist and a solut ion is de�ired , the problem should be deline-
a ted and clearly stated. It may be stated. as a propos.it ion or �s a 
thes is ; however it is stat ed , a solution will come about more read ily by 
either formal logic or by reflec tive thinking , which is natura l logic , 
� 
than by chance. Reflective thinking manipulates ideas based on facts to 
produc e solutions that can be overtly ac ted upon. A prob lem whose solu-
t ion. could rio t possibly be executed is a hypothetical problem , and any 
sugges ted solution to it may be of no practical value in·the experiences 
of "every day life. " The conclus ions of a logical argument are j ust con-
elus ions unless they ar e validated by ob servat ion , testing , measurement , 
being put into action , and proved in cont extual applicat ion , each of 
which is inquiry . Short of inquiry , a conc lusion remains the resul t of 
a "parlor game. " A conclus ion sho\lld be ·a springboard for different 
experiences ; it should lead to innov�tions and it should be profitable . 
Prior to a prob�em, the process of thinking is , us ing Dewey's 
term , "pre-reflect ive." Prereflection is the stage of becoming awar e of 
a perplexed situation. By intellectualization of the difficulty , the 
problem becomes clear , enabling the setting of its limits. Ref lection 
systematically strives for a solution of practical co?sequences. When 
12 
the solution is accepted , believed to be true , the situation becomes 
postreflective . I t  is in between these limits that the process of 
reflective thinking is active . The problem determines the relevancy of 
all data and hypotheses . Reflect ive thinking often produces many hypo­
theses , but some may be irrelevant . Hypotheses , among those that are 
relevant , are tested until a solution is foundw 
To summarize briefly, we have first an experience and within that 
experience a situation arising which causes doubt or difficulty . The 
sensing that a problem exists  and that it needs a solution to bring the 
experience into a state of harmony or calmness results in reflect ive 
thinking . The problem is defined and given limits; �acts or possible 
causes of.the problem are gathered , assimilated , and sorted for their 
relevancy . These facts suggest ideas which form possible solutions , and 
they are j udged or evaluated by testing to determine the best possible 
solution which in turn is tested for its consequences . �he.solution is 
put into action .  During the process of reflective thinking , a solut ion 
is anticipated , and the solution selected will aepend on what is already 
known , and on past experiences . Once the final solution is validated , 
it is entered into our reservoir of knowledge--it is true; it becomes a. 
belief . This belief is a postreflective belief and is retained until it 
is confronted with additiorlal or new data , causing another state of 
doubt . The "new" state of doubt will vanish by a firmer hold on the 
current belief or by· replacing it with another belief grounded on the 
"new" consequences of the "new" solution . I t  is by reflect ive thinking 
that one rids himself of his prej udices and grows intellectually . Any 
belief one holds is tempered by reflection� or it crumbles under the 




I .  INQUIRY BEGINS IN DOUBT 
Reflection commences when we begin to inquire into the 
reliability ,  the worth , of any particular indication; when we 
try to �est its value , • •  to  j ustify its acceptance . ! 
Reflective thinking is motivated by doubt , but ·the process of 
reflective thought involves inquiry . Inquiry , then , is related to doubt . 
In fact , Dewey says that inquiry begi�s in doubt and terminates in the 
2 establishment of consequences which dispel doubt. The state of equa-
nimity following inquiry may be designated as belief or knowledge. 
Instead of using the words "belief "" or "knowledge, " Dewey prefers to use 
the term "warranted assertibility" as "it is fre.e from ambiguity and it 
involves reference to inquiry as that which
.
warrants assertion."3 The 
conclusion of a particular inqu!Lry.may be "true" and warrant assertion. 
Later , continued inquiry may warrant a different assertion . This would 
indicate tnat the first assertion was not "true , " even though it was 
warranted on the basis of the evidence available at that time . A belief 
1
John Dewey , Education Today (New York: Van Reese Press , 1940) , 
p .  11. 
2 John Dewey , Logic: The Theory of Inquiry (New York: Henry Holt 
and Company , 1938) ,  p .  7. 
3 
Ibid., p .  9 
14 
15 
warrants assert ion if , at the termination.of the inquiry , it resolves 
the doubt , or solves the problem,  which initiated the inquiry . For 
example , at one t ime it was held that an atom was indivis ible, and on 
the basi� of the evidence available.the belief was probably warranted ; 
later inquiry d isc�osed that the belief was "untrue . "  One might say 
that belief is the terminus of reflection put into act ion ,  or the out-
4 come of inquiry . . We now see , according to Dewey , that a res.olution of 
doubt may necessit.;tte reflect ive thinking , and that · inquiry is an inher-
ent charact eristic of reflective thought . 
I I . NATURAL FOUNDATIONS OF INQUIRY ARE BIOLOGICAL 
When men inquire , their eyes , ears , hands , and their brains enter 
into the process . These biological organ�--sensory , motor or central--
are necessary factors or condit ions for inquiry . "  Biological funct ions 
and str�ctures prepare the way for deliberate inquiry and prefigure the 
plan of inquiry . 
Life is.a process of activity that involves an environment and 
that extends itself beyond it s spatial limits . An organism lives by 
means of an environment , not in an environment . An environment is the 
only source of restorat ion of energy expended through the act ivities 
of life . The process of life is an integration of the organism and its 
environment--each works to maintain a balanced entity and each 
4The belief or knowledge which Dewey calls "warranted assert i­
bility" is postreflect ive belief . 
·particular activity is preparing the way for another activity. Dewey 
says that: 
• 
• • living may be regarded as a continual rhythm of dis­
equilibrations and recoveries of equilibrium. The "higher" the 
organism, the more serious become the disturbances and the more 
energetic (and often more prolonged) are the efforts necessary 
for its reestablishment.5 
Any change of balance within an organism is cause for inquiry. The 
16 
organism needs to maintain its equilibrium--a state of tension needs to 
be transformed to a state of calm. The calm returned to is rarely, if 
ever, the same state of calmness preceding the tensional state. From 
calmness through tension to calmness changes can and do take place in 
the organic and environmental aspects of l�fe. 
The stimulus received by an organic receptor energizes the organ-
ism to action (or inaction), and such action can be the beginning, 
according to Dewey, of inquiry." In a relationship of environment to the 
biological receptors, excitation-reaction-:a def�nite order of initial, 
of intermediate, and of final activity--is instituted; that is, from the 
instant of sensing to the act of resolution of the stimulus, an orderly, 
logical process unfolds. The process may be completed instantly or it 
may take some time for an understanding of the consequences. Dewey· 
refers to this process as "behavior-development"--perhaps because each 
experience changes one's behavior minutely, or drastically, or even to a 
habituated condition. Behavior-development is a "circuit"; the tension 
5 John Dewey, Logic: The Theory of Inquiry, pp. 25-27. 
of the elements of organic energy is the "open" phase, and the 
integrated interaction of organism and environment is the "closed" or 
final phase of the "circuit." 
To recognize that inquiry is a "special mode of behavior," as 
Dewey indicates, is to recognize that inquiry is a.dynamic integrating 
activity instead of being independent of environment. Integration of 
the organism with its environment restores to the organism � state of 
calm although such a state is b�t momentary. Total integration of an 
17 
organism with its environment, it seem�, would only come_ with death, as 
life is a continuous interplay �etween influences shaping an organism's 
bec�ming, and each engagement of an organism in· inquiry produces a "mode 
of behavior" different from, for example, satiation. 
Another conclusion, drawn from Dewey's biologfcal analysis is 
that: 
• • • the structure and course of life-behavior has a definite 
pattern, spatial and temporal. This pattern definitely fore­
shadows the general pattern of inquiry. For inquiry grows out 
of an earlier state of settled judgement, which, because of dis­
turbance, is indeterminate or problematic • • • and then passes· 
into inquiry proper . • • when the search is successful, belief 
or assertion·is the counterpart • • •  of reintegration upon the 
organic leve1.6 . .  
All inquiry involves making some change in environing conditions. This 
thought derives its support from the results of scientific inquiry or 
experimentation--experimentation deliberately modifies prior conditions. 
The pattern of life-behavior is a serial pattern; each "new" phase is 
6 Ibid. , p. 34 •
. 
contingent upon previous experiences or problems . The relationship of 
18 
past experiences to what is confronted is often obscure and d ifficult to 
determine ; but through construct ive , reflective thought , which includes 
an element of inquiry , usually a connec tion can be established between 
the past and the immediate . Reflect ive thought formulates desired conse-
quences , makes plans , and orders the consecutive means for the plans to 
be put.into action . Dewey describes the serially-connected process lead-
ing to a consummatory close of inquiry as intermed iate , !·�· , intermedi-
ate between doubt and the solution to a problem .  The operation .of the 
7 action validating the consequences , he calls instrumental . 
The cont inuous expenditure of energy to resolve doubt , observed 
by . Dewey,  resulted in his postulate of natural cont inuity of logic--that 
inquiry is a development out of organic-environmental integration and 
interaction and that logic is rooted in the conditions of life itself . 
Logic has a serial relation and , as noted by Dewey , life-behavior 
has a pattern serially constructed or logically formulated . Both 
organic and environmental energies involve modifications in life-
ac tivity , a fac t that pref igures learning and discovery . Inquiry settles 
disturbed relation� of organism-environment and institutes new cond i-
tions with new problems , and what is learned through inquiry is instru-
mental in changing environment . 
7 Ibid . , p .  35.  
The consequences of such inquiry produce confidence to resolve 
other , and perhaps more complex ,  problems in the physical world and in 
the cultural environment . 8 
III . HUMAN CULTURE I S  A SOURCE OF PROBLEMS FOR INQUIRY 
19 
Dewey recognizes that environment involves the cultural aspects 
of life as well as the physical aspects and that many problems for 
inquiry arise out of the relations of one person to another . One ' s  
response to his phys ical conditions often determines his surviva l ,  and 
so does one ' s response to cultural conditions . The react ion of with­
drawing the hand from a hot stove , or the j umping at  the sound of thun-
der ,  is not an example of cultural behavior ; such reactions are on the 
biological plane . The� of sound , light , odor, and touch are repre­
sentative of human activity , that is , us ing the senses for t�e regulation 
of endeavors ,  social or otherwise . Man's acts are determined by his 
organic structure and by the influence of his culture . Speaking appears 
as a natural activity , but it is a modification imposed on man by his 
culture--a modification wrought within the biological organism . A modi­
f ication of organic behavior by culture is a transformation of organic 
behavior into behavior characterized by intellectual properties . The 
biological behavior of man is the basis or groundwork for intellectual 
operations . 
20 
It  is at this point that many people will hold that Dewey is in 
error and will attribute the marked differences between man and · the 
lower animals to a nonnatural source , to Reason , to Intuit ion , to the 
� priori , or to something transcendental . The point Dewey is making is 
that intellectual activit ies are continuous with biological activities . 
The life of a human is a continuity of change in the total environment--
physical , biological ,  and cultural . 
The spec ial const itution of an individual is important in biolo-
gical behavior , but in controlled inquiry it �eeds to be discounted and 
mastered? Personal traits tend to influence the result that is reached 
in inquiry . For one to be intellectually obj ect ive , he,.must �ot let .Per-. 
sonal factors dic tate the results of inquiry . The mas�ery of the special 
const itution of the individual ,  of being " intellectually obj ect ive" and 
the format ion of intellectual behavior are condit ions which are cultur-
ally derived . 
Language is � Cultural Institution 
Language occupies a particular place and exercises · a particular 
func tion in the cultural environment complex . I t  permeates the form and 
content of all cultural activities . I t  is more than oral speech , as �t. 
includes the written speech , gestures , rites , ceremonies , monuments , and 
the products of both industrial and f ine arts . Each is a mode of i�n-
guage ; each has something to say which is understood by those within the 
9 Ibid . , p .  44 . 
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specific cultural complex . For examp le , the machine "tells" the 
machinis t of it s limits of precis ion . Monument s depict the greatness of 
and the esteem held for the man , god , or animal for which it was 
erec ted . 
The ins titut ion of language is only one of many ins titut ions in a 
soc iety . Language is the means of transmitting inf ormat ion , hab it s ,  or 
plans within a cultur e ,  or from one ins titut ion to another , or from one 
cul ture to another. Communicat ion makes availab le a common bas is for 
people to engage in a conj oint und ertaking . 
Any point common to all in a culture is first established by lan­
guage . Language compels one ind ividual to take the standpoint of others 
and to see and inquire from a nonpersonal standpoint , nonpers onal because 
the standpoint is no longer one's own pr iva te view or posit ion . vfuen 
one takes the standpoint of others , his behavior bec omes intellectual as 
distinct from a biological mode of behavior . ·newey points out that lan­
guage ha s the special func tion of effecting the transformat ion of bio­
logical behavior into intellectual behavior and into potent ially logical 
behavior . 10 
In addit ion to transforming behavior , language is used in creating 
and direc ting cul tural funct ions . Language is necessary for the exist­
ence and transmission of intellec tual ac tivit ies , and as a communication 
med ium , it allows for more complete interac t ion between people , inter­
act ions above the merely phys ical . An interchange of words or ideas 
10Ib id . 
produces "new" arrangements of words or different ideas, of which some 
may be beneficial. 
Language has a structure, and in abstraction, it _is a form. It 
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is made up of physical existences--sounds, statues, or marks on paper--
11 and they operate in virtue of their representative capacity or meaning. 
Meanings are determined by common consent, that is, each meaning of a 
symbol produces a behavior; common response to a symbol establishes the 
meaning of that symbol. 
If there is no agreement in the culture as to the relationship of 
symbols to behavior or behavior to symbols, then there cannot be any 
meaning common to individuals. People without a common meaning are 
unable to communicate, and without communication there is no understand-
ing. It is through symbol-meaning that a common ground is established. 
Should a symbol or word change in meaning from one culture to another, 
then misunderstanding is the consequence. Dewey states that "each mean-
ing that enters into the language is expressly determined in its rela­
tion to other members of the language system."12 
Again quoting Dewey, we find: 
The existence of symbols makes possible deliberate recol­
lection and expectation, and thereby the institution of new com­
binations of selected elements of experiences having an 
intellectual dimension. 
• 
• • an activity and its consequences can be rehearsed by 
representation in symbolic terms • . • the way of acting may be 
replanned • • •  to avoid [an] undesired outcome.l3 
11Ibid.' p. 46 . 
12Ibid. , p. 5 5 . 
13Ibid., p. 57 . 
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By the ordered development of meanings in their relations to one 
another , implicit logical conditions are made explic it , and logical 
theory , perhaps primit ive , is born . 
IV . SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY 
Scientific inquiry deals with problems that are characteristically 
devoid of qualitat ive import , that is , the problems of scientific 
inquiry are of a quantitative and relational nature . The goal for scien-
t ific inquiry is the systematic relationship of facts  and conceptions 
one to another , and this is dependent upon the elimination of the quali-
tative and its reduction to nonqualitative formulation .  Dewey says that 
"the problem of the relation of the domain of common sense to that of 
science • • • is the relation • of subj ect matters of prac tical uses 
and concrete enj oyments and of scientific conclusions • • niffer-
ent problems and subj ect matters require different emphases in inquiry,  
and for this reason , different logical forms come into use . There is no 
sharp dividing line between common sense and scienc e ,  as is illustrated 
by Dewey ' s  conclus ions : 
1 .  Scientific subj ect matter and procedures grow out of the 
direc t  problems and methods of common sense , of pract ical 
uses and enj oyments ;  and-
14 .ill!!·' p .  66 . 
2 . React int o the latter in a way that enormously refines , 
expands , and liberates the cont ents and the agenc ies at 
15 the disposal of common sense. 
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In suppor t of the above conclus ions , Dewey "d ebunks " the not ion of there 
being two kind s of knowledge . 
Knowledge has as its obj ect that which is perceived , !·�·' dis­
cr iminately not iced , but the perceiving of the obj ect is not ult imate 
knowledge. The perceiving only gives direct ion of behavior for the use 
or enj oyment of the obj ect in the situat ion where the obj ec t is per­
ceived . The not ion of there be ing two kind s of knowledge emerges by 
cons ider ing the obj ec t of specif ic ob servation as an obj ect of knowled ge 
in isolat ion. As Dewey has shown , the obj ect must be connec ted to the 
contextual whole by use .  It should be noted that the development , inven­
tion , or discovery of mathematics , phys ics , mechanic s ,  sciences , and all 
other disciplines grew out of the pract ical applicat ion of symbols or 
out of language meet ing a prac tical need. This is the germ of Dewey ' s  
ins trumentalism. Man ' s  common sense environment is like a forked tree : 
One branch terminates in the sciences and technology , and the other 
branch culminates in the nons cience or humanit is tic affair s of life . 
The trunk of the culture remains common sense . The whole "tree , "  which 
is cul tura l environment , is rooted in the phys ical or natural wor ld , and 
the total composition--contextual whole--const itutes man ' s  complete 
environment . The trans it ion from common sense to the general ac tivit y ,  
15
Ib id . 
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science , and each transition from science to a specific area of 
research , was conditioned by a pract ical need . The practical need was. 
instrumental in the trans ition from common sense to the nonscientific 
aspects of lif e .  Dewey ' s  use of the word "need" leads to the trite 
expression ,  "Necessity is the mother of invent ion , "  which is not what 
Dewey meant . Man des ires that which he can use and enj oy , and if what 
man invents causes enj oyment or creates an easier way of doing something , 
then the invent ion is practical . 
The data gathered by scientif ic inquiry , which is sometimes 
referred to as knowledge , finds its use , usually , within the field of 
discovery, but a determinat ion of its relevance for knowledge , prac tical 
use , or value is subj ect to severe testing by society . An example is the 
splitt ing of the atom .  The knowledge o f  atomic energy is vast , but its 
usefulness was not proved nor its practicality established until the 
physicist , chemist , engineer , and technician built atomic reactors for 
16 vessels , vehicles , and power generating unit s for soc iety to test . 
Knowledge gained by scientific inquiry , including scientific conclusions 
and methods , by the process of infiltration and incorporation , causes 
the contents and techniques of common sense to undergo revolutionary 
change . Human relationships are also affected , as is evidenced by the 
drast ic social changes in the States . Communities have changed from 
rural to urban to suburban cultures ; s chools have added subj ects to 
16The illustration excluded the atomic bomb which could be con­
s idered practical and useful in war , but in general , it is believed 
soc iety cons iders war and the destruction of life  as impract ical . 
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their curriculum and have dropped some subj ects considered obsolete . 
Pract ically every facet of our culture and environment has undergone 
some change because of scientific inquiry in the physical · and life 
sc iences . 
Dewey says , however , " Science takes its departure from common 
sense ,  but the return road into common sense is devious and blocked by 
17 existing social cond itions . "  How, then , does the knowledge discovered 
by sciences affect society? Could it be that education and the media of 
communicat ion share the respons ibility to inform society of the benefits 
of scientific knowledge ? Those who would have education transformed 
into a science would free educat ion from any such responsibility . A 
science is concerned with different types of problems demanding differ-
ent modes of inquiry . The problems of science are nonqualitative , and 
the subj ect-mat ter is stated in terms of magnitude and ra tios ; they are 
nonteleological . Is  the description of the problems of the sciences 
relevant to the type of problems confronting education? Education seems 
to be more socially oriented than the sc iences , and its problems would 
more nearly f it Dewey ' s  description of common sense problems . 
. . • Common sense is concerned with a field that is 
dominantly qualitative . . .  common sense is concerned , direct ly 
and indirectly , with problems of use and enj oyment , it is 
inherently teleological . l8 
17 John Dewey , Logic : The Theory of Inquiry, p .  77 . 
18Ibid . , p .  7 6 . 
It  seems that education is better situated in the contextual 
whole of humanity to serve the process of integration of scientific 
inquiry and common sense . It speaks the language of both ; and it usu-
ally has access to the ·scientific conclusions and can move readily to 
test these conclusions for the desired consequences in a microcosmic 
situation . 
Educational inst itutions , because they are dispensers of know� 
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ledge , face the d�lemma of what it  is  they are dispensing--facts· or  data , 
isolated knowledge , real knowledge, or a conglomerat ion of conclusions 
which have to be qualified by the consumer . Dewey tried to give 
direction for moving out of the pred icament when he said : 
Knowledge is in no case an end in itself but is a means or 
instrument for the development of character and for the enrich-
ment of the life experience knowledge has both its origin , 
its starting point , and its function , its application , in some­
thing outside itself . l9 
If what education chooses to d ispense does actually develop char-
act er and enriches the life of the consumer , then that which is dispensed 
is knowledge . 
V .  INQUIRY HAS A COMMON STRUCTURE , A PATTERN 
Inquiry is the controlled or directed transformation of an 
indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate in it s 
const ituent dist inctions and relat ions as to convert the ele­
ments of the original situation into a unified whole . 20 
19Reginald D.  Archambault (ed . ) ,  Lectures in the Philosophy of 
Educat ion : 1899  � John Dewey (New York : Random House , 1966 ) ,  p .  7 6 . 
20 John Dewey, Logic : The Theory of Inquiry, p .  105 . 
Dewey's definit ion of inquiry , simply stated , is : Inquiry is the 
deliberate transformation of a vague situation into a unified one . 
The beginning of inquiry has as its antecedent an indeterminate 
situation that by its nature evokes inquiry . One must  be aware that a 
situation exists which is indeterminate . The situation may be charac-
terized by disturbing , confusing , troubling , or obscure "feelings" of 
which one has a desire to dispel . The state of doubt must be relative 
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to some exis tent ial thing--something within the environment· , not a "some-
thing" within the personal stat e .  An indeterminate situation arises 
when an organism is involved in an interaction that poses a problem for 
the organism . In Dewey ' s  words , " the indeterminate situation comes into 
existence from existential causes • u21 
Dewey says that "to see that a s ituation requires inquiry is the 
init ial step in inquiry . "22 After determining or deciding that the 
s ituation requires inquiry , the problem is formulated . The way the 
problem is conceived decides what suggest ions for a possible solution 
are entertained and what data from the situation are selected relevant 
to the problem .  
The problem must be  potentially solvable , or  it is not a problem .  
But the solut ion need not appear immediately ; i t  may come any time in 
the future ,  particularly if the problem is in need of extended research , 
inventions , or cultural attitude changes . Poss ible solutions to a 
21 Ibid 
• , p . 10 7 • 
22Ibid . 
problem should begin to app ear when the prob lem is  definite and c lear , 
2 3  and data relevant t o  the problem have been gathered . 
A suggestion secured by ob servation becomes an id ea , a plan for 
act ion , when it is examined with reference to its funct ional fitnes s ,  
when its capac ity a s  a means for resolving the indet erminate situat ion 
2 9  
i s  examined . This examination is a form of reasoning . Reasoning plies 
idea agains t idea , fact agains t fac t ,  and ideas against facts to br ing 
about add it ional facts and id eas and to organize them into a coherent 
24 whole . The theory of such forms of inquiry is logic . 
Logic in Inquiry 
Dewey stat es that "logical theory is the sys tematic formulat ion 
25  of controlled inquiry . " He als o holds that logic is a theory of expe-
r ient ial , natural is tic subj ec t-mat ter and that "logical forms accrue to 
subj ect-matter when subj ect-mat ter is s ubj ected to controlled inquiry . "26 
Logic is als o a naturalistic theory--naturalis tic in the sense of 
observab ility of ac tivities of inquiry . 
Logic , a component of the natural proc ess of inquiry , operates 
within inquiry , providing pos tulates which are the st ipulat ions , speci-
f icat ions , and demand s placed on inquiry . The subj ec t-matter of logic , 
in inquiry , is determined op erat ionally--"operat ional" meaning in and by 
23  Ib id • , p • 110. 
25 Ib id . , p .  2 2 . 
24 Ibid . 
26 Ib id . , p .  101. 
2 7  the way t he subject-matter becomes the means t o  the end of inquiry . 
The value of the conc lusions of logic is in providing proposit ions for 
seeking add it ional relations and proposit ions that are relevant to the 
problem und ertaken by inquiry . Each proposition from logic is judg�d 
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for its  usefulnes s  in further ing inquiry . Logic is ins trumental . Logic 
is a progr essive d iscipline , a social discipline , and it is aut onomous . 
It  does not depend upon anything outside of inquiry . 2
8 
To summarize ,  br iefly ,  the s truc ture of inquiry : Out of an inde-
termina te s ituati�n ,  a decis ion is made to engage in inquiry to bring 
an uncertain situat ion into a determinate one . The problem is deline-
ated ; fact s ,  data , suggestions , and ideas are·gathered by obs ervat ion , 
reason,  and the use of logic ; a conclus ion is reached , and is subjected 
to test ing in the contextual whole . The conc lusion is validated and 
becomes the solut ion to the problem when the consequences of the experi-
mentation are des irable--us eful or enjoyable . 
Inquiry , having its  foundat ion in nature , is a cont inuous , 
orderly process , logically controlled and developed from its beginning 
to its end . It follows the rules of logic--which were extrac ted from 
inquiry--to a conc lus ion . The pat tern of inquiry is logical and is 
29  common to both common sense and to sc ienc e .  
27 Ibid . 
28 Ibid . , pp . �4-21 . 
2 9  Ib id . , p .  114 . 
CHAPTER III  
INSTRUMENTALI SM 
I .  KNOWLEDGE 
• • • to assume that anything can be known in isolation from 
its connec tions with other things is to identify knowing with 
merely having some object before perception or in feeling , and 
is thus to lose the key to the traits that d ist inguish an object 
as known • • • •  The more connections and interactions we ascer­
tain , the more we know the object in question . Thinking is 
search for these connections . • • • There is no knowledge with­
out perception; but objec ts perceived are known only.when they 
are determined as consequences of connect ive operations . ! 
All knowledge fans out or rad iates from a particular to a 
universal--a part icular ball to a universal f igure of a ball or sphere--
or from a universal to a particular . "Knowledge , "  says Dewey , "is  to be 
2 defined in terms of inquiry • • • both in particular and universal!� . " 
At this point , one may ask is 2 + 2 = 4 particular or universal know-
ledge , or is it self-evident knowledge? 
Any number is a formula for operat ively determining collec tions . 
"A number , 2 or 4 ,  is a collection satisfying the conditions prescribed 
by the definition of a number • • • • Thus , 2 means that the operation 
1 Joseph Ratner (ed . ) ,  Intelligence in the Modern World : John 
Dewey' s Philosophy (New York : The Modern Library , 1939) , pp . 788-9 . 
2 John Dewey , Logic : The Theory of Inquiry (New York : Henry Holt 
and Company , 1938) , p .  21 .  
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which constitutes 1 is performed twice . " 3 It would seem that a number 
being operational would function in either category--particular or uni-
versa l ,  or any par t  of the universal .  Any number above 1 is but a 
multiple of units ; therefore,  an operation may at one time be a parti-
cular operation and belong to a type of universal operation . If . there 
is only one operation of a kind , then that opera tion is unique·; it is in 
a class by itself . The 2 '  s are elements operated upon , ·· whtie the + and 
= ar e operations performed , and 4 is the conclus ion or. result of the 
4 operations . performed . "The meaning or force of mathematical axioms is  
determined and tes ted by what fo llows from their operative 'use . "5 
To say t�at 2 + 2 = 4 is  self-evident knowledge fs to say _ tha t  
one is familiar with the formula and its operational use .  Outs ide of a 
designated context,  2 + 2 = 4 has no f unctional meaning ; according to 
Dewey , it  is no� knowledge until a 2 is "attached " to something--for· 
example , to app�es . A collection of app les , consisting of one app le and 
one apple combined with another gr oup cons is ting of one apple and one 
apple , permits us to "know" that the combined collec tion contains four 
units , app les , or four of a kind . This is all that the formula 2 + 2 = 4 
relates . The formula is an instrument that one may use to arr ive at a 
quantity of like things without resorting to experimentally plac ing four 
3 365 . Ibid . , p • ....,.._ 
4 405 . Ibid . , p .  
5 157 . Ibid . , p .  
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units in a row and counting one , two , three , four , or counting until the 
last one in the series has been noted . 
To say that it [ a  thing ] is self-evident means that the one 
who reflects upon it [ the thing ] in the meaning sys tem of which 






A proposition becomes self-evident only after its meaning is grasped . 
The logic , the function , and the interpretation of an empirical proposi-
tion ,  and perhaps a metaphysical proposition , remain open to evident ial 
7 certainty . A perceived thing is  an obj ect of knowledge but not knowl-
edge as ultimate and self-sufficient . 
I t  is "known" only so far as guidance is thereby given to 
direction of behavior ; so that the s ituation in which it is found 
can be appropr iately enj oyed or some of its cond it ions be so used 
that enj oyment will result or suffering be obviated . 8 
The "universal" in such a phrase as "knowledge is universal" 
means that whatever is known or is to be known about anything , is avail-
able , or will be available ,  to everyone capable of understand ing . 
"Knowledge" is an extraction--or if you desire , a creation--from nature ,  
and whatever one can extract from nature can be extrac ted by  others . 
But what is extrac ted from nature , according to Dewey , does not cons ti-
tute knowledge until it is proved to be of value through use or enj oy-
ment . 
6 Ibid • , p • 15 6 • 
7 Ibid . 
8 Ibid • , p • 6 7 • 
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A central need for man is "to possess conceptions which are used 
as tools of directed inquiry and which are tested , rec tif ied , and 
9 caused to grow in actual use . "  Dewey says : 
To assume that anything can be known in isolation from its 
connections with other things is to identify knowing with merely 
having some object before perception or in feeling • The 
more connect ions and interactions we ascertain , the more we know 
the object in question . Thinking is search for these con­
nections . lO 
Knowledge is a function of association and communicat ion . Knowledge 
"depends upon tradition ,  upon tools and method s socially transmitted , 
11 developed and sanctioned . "  
Without perception , there is no knowledge , but perceived objects 
are known "only when they are determined as consequences of connective 
12 operations . "  That which is perceived directs  .behavior for its use ; it 
is an instrument for an experience , and its practical value is estab-
lished by exper imentation . In the Deweyan sense , that which is called 
"knowledge" is not knowledge until it is tested ; before being tested , it 
is only raw material for experimentation . Hence , Dewey ' s  philosophy is 
13 termed "exper imentalism . "  
-
9 Joseph Ratner (ed . ) ,  Intelligence in the Modern World : John 
Dewey' s Philosophy , p .  392 . 
10Ibid . , p .  788 . 
11Ibid . ,  p .  390 . 
12 Ibid . , p .  789 . 
13Ibid . , p .  58 . 
II . THE MEANING OF EXPERIMENTATION 
35 
Experimentation has advanced science even though an "experiment , "  
as Whitehead says , " is nothing else than a mode of cooking the facts for 
the sake of exemplifying the law . "14 The experimental pot began to boil 
when Galileo dropped the balls from the Tower of Pisa . The performance 
at Pisa was more than an experiment ; " it was the introduction and estab-
15 lishment of the new method of exper imentation . " A bas ic teaching of 
Dewey ' s  experimentalism is that s cient ific accomplishments were acceler-
ated or made possible because of experimentat ion . Experimentation in 
natural sc ience freed the scholar from the dogma of the ancients .  This 
is. not to say that experimentat ion did not exist prior to Galileo ; it 
did , ev�n �f only at the level of tasting a substance to determine if it 
was salt . Any conscious , deliberate effort to determine a thing ' s  use-
fulness is · exper imentation . In looking at even the most elementary 
forms of inquiry , as Dewey did , one sees definite controls at work . 
Scientific · inquiry is "controlled inquiry , "  and to control , it is 
16 necessary to be controlled . The interact ivity of controlling and 
being controlled � in the process of "controlled inquiry" is fundamen-
tal . In inquiry·, we are controlled � the problem ,  .!·�· , the nature of 
the problem dictates what instruments  will be needed to carry out the 
14Ibid . , P · 64 .  
15Ibid . , p .  69 . 
16Ibid . , p .  119 . 
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experiment ; and we are controlled � the test at the end of inquiry . 
Controlling takes place in the various phases of inquiry and is. complete 
17 when a successful ·consequence is reached . 
The theoretician in searching for the solution of a problem is 
controlled � the facts  surrounding the problem .  . Some of the facts  or 
data may be irrelevant , in which case they are discarded . The scientist 
as laboratory technician provides the facts for theory , even those facts 
without apparent relevancy to the problem .  The laboratorian i s  con-
trolled � the suggested solut ion in construct ing his apparatus and in 
organizing the experiment ; the exper iment tests the solut ion proposed in 
theory . The theoretician must  solve the problem ,  and the laboratorian 
must test the solution to the same problem . In Dewey ' s  words : 
Experimentalism in science does not mean that every theory 
has ·to be such that it can be put to the decisive laboratory 
test immediately , or in its first formulation • • • • The only 
requirement fundamental in experimentalism,  whether in philosophy 
or s cience , is that any solut ion to be acceptable as a solution, 
as a piece of scientific knowledge , must fir st pass the labora­
tory test . Only when at last it does or does not pass a decisive 
test , is it to be accepted as a known solution or rej ected 
because known· not to solve . l8 
I t  may seem that Dewey is using theory and solution synonymously ,  
but h e  i s  not . A solution i s  a component o f  a theory for Dewey , a s  is 
a suggested solut�on--a solut ion become� the solution of the problem 
with which the theory is concerned . The theory becomes the theory when 
17Ibid . , p .  124 . 
18Ibid . , p .  123 . 
the problem is solved by the solut ion , validated by the experiment , 
19 producing the consequence which is of a practical use . 
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An experiment may be carried through to complet ion by one person ,  
but more often in contemporary research , a theoret ician delineates a 
problem and produces theories for direction to expectation of the solu-
tion .  The laboratory physicist o r  technician does the exper iment ing . 
Dewey calls this a "social division of labor , not a separat ion of the 
20  one act ivity from the other . "  The productivity of modern scient ific 
method is dependent upon the interact ive union of both the theoret ician 
and the laboratorian .  The cont inuous interactivity gives cont inuity to 
scientific activity , and direction is given to the continuity by experi-
mentation , which is control . Experimentat ion is the final authority for 
testing theory and for affirming valid ity of the formulation . Dewey 
says , "The method of modern scientific inquiry is the method of exper i-
21 mentation : the functional integration of theory and practice . "  The 
integration of theory and pract ice requires procedural organization . 
The procedural organization itself may be an experiment . The point is 
that an · exper iment is an organization of interactions having a beginning 
which l�ads to a consequence .  Perhaps Dewey would designate inter-
ac tions without thoughtful organizat ion as happenings .  
19rt is becoming evident what Dewey ' s  theory of a theory is , and 
it will be discussed in the chapter on educat ion . 
20 Joseph Ratner (ed . ) ,  Intelligence in the Modern World : John 
Dewey' s Philosophy, p .  111 . 
21Ibid . , p .  114 . 
Dewey says that "within every experiment there are instrument s 
and ma terial , something used as the means of inquiry and something 
22 inquired int o . "  In nature , all actions are cons equenc es of inter-
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actions of var ious complexit ies of organizat ion . Whatever the obj ective 
is , on the part of the exper imenter , determines the ma terial for the 
exper iment , and all else constitutes the ins trument s for exper imentat ion . 
Everything in the contextual whole--material-- is und ergo ing inquiry by 
means of the ins truments .  The consequence of the intera ctivity of the 
instrument s and mater ial �ithin an experimental contextual whole is the 
23  end of an inquiry , and it is  the consequence that is known . 
Whatever answer an ind ividual gives as to what an experiment is 
for , it is fairly obvious that exper imentation in certain areas of c ivil-
izat ion is responsible for any apparent pr ogress that has developed in 
those areas . Without an understanding of poss ible consequences , which 
are disclosed by exper imentation , it would be d iff icult to determine 
the most benef icial consequenc e and to act on it . 
• . • There is  no such thing as genuine knowled ge and fruit ful 
understand ing except as the off spring of doing . The analysis 
and rearrangement of facts which is  indispensible to the grbwth 
of knowled ge and power of explanation and right class ification 
cannot- be at tained purely ment ally--j ust ins ide  the head . Men 
have to do something to things when they wish to f ind out some­
thing;-they have to alter condit ions . This is the les son of the 
laboratory method and the lesson which all education has t o  
learn . 24 
2 2 Ibid . , p .  149 . 2 3  Ibid . , p .  151 . 
24John Dewey , Democracy and Education (New York : The Macmillan 
Company , 1916 ) , pp . 321-322 . 
III . NATURE 
Nature is an inclus ive history of multitudinous ongoing 
histories , the comprehensive interact ive continuum consequent 
upon the interac tivities of an infinite number of interact ive 
cont inua of an indef inite number of general kinds . 25 
The above quotation reduced to simple terms means in part that 
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nature is a continuum of events and each event is an int eraction of its 
predecessor . A causal relationship produces other causal relationships ; 
the effect of a cause is itself a cause for other effects ,  which in turn 
are causes , and ad infinitum.  "Whenever there is interact ion there is 
also cont inuity , "  says Dewey , and he may be correct . For an interaction 
to take place there must be ac tors--material· and instruments - All is 
material , but in an experiment the position the different materials have 
designates that some be given the role of an instrument ; the material 
is acted upon by the instrument . In life , man plays both part s ,  as does 
environment ; and the changes that result on either one are essent ially 
changes in nature , as both man and his environment const itute nature . 
Nature itself is cont:lnuous and is thus in a constant "state" of inter-
act ion . It  is up to the experimenter to identify specific interactions' 
and the consequences along the continuum . Nature , as a whole , is com-
posed of cont inua , and each line is capab le of interacting with another . 
For example , two societies may interact ,  and when they do , d isorder may 
erupt ; and as disorder gives way to order , a new stable organization--
25 Ratner , �· cit . , p .  152 . 
a new soc iety--is the consequence . The "new soc iety" that evolves may 
be of a higher qua lity or of a poorer quality than either of the two 
soc ieties which entered into the interact ion ·. As all evolut ion is 
either a regress ion or a progr es s ion , the cons equenc es are no t always 
pred ic table . In any genuine exper imental situat ion , the outcome is 
2 6  prob lematic . 
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Dewey says , " Inquiry proc eeds by making distinc tions and every 
2 7  distinct ion i s  also a connec tion . "  Inquiry i s  a proceed ing , a his tory , 
within the process ion of natur e and , as  such , it makes d ifferences within 
na ture . The changes that inquiry makes are within the localities where 
inquiry takes place . "Exper imental inquiry is a procedure that works 
28 within and while the processes inquired into are go ing on . " Inquiry 
is ins trumental in bringing about some changes within a proc ess within 
na tur e .  Natur e itself is the instrument for its changes , and it is in 
na ture that man--the philosopher or sc ientis t--f inds the instruments for 
his exper imentat ions , highlighting his exper iences . 
IV . SOCIETY 
Soc iety is a framework fabr icated by man for control of human 
interac t ions . The var ious combinat ions of interac tions result in 
changes of complexion or att itudes of the ind iv idual and soc iety . 
Soc iety is of cour se but the relat ions of ind ividuals 
to one ano ther in this form and that . And all relat ions are 
26 Ib id . , p .  158 . 
27 Ibid . , p .  162 . 28 Ib id . , p .  164 . 
int erac t ions , no t f ixed mold s . . . .. An ins t itut ion tha t is 
other than the structure of human c ontac t and int ercour s e  is a 
f o s s il of some pas t  soc iety ; organiza t ion , as in any l ivinp 
organism ,  is the c ooperative consensus of multitud es of cells , 
each l iv ing in exchange with o ther s . 2 9 
4 1  
Ind ividua ls think , d es ir e ,  and propose;  and these human ac t s  have 
cons equences upon o ther s and upon the ind ividual act ing . Where the c on-
sequence s  of an act ar e found determines the d is t inc t ion between priva te 
and pub l ic . If the consequenc es of an ind ividua l act are contained 
within the s ing le ac tor , then the act is a pr iva te one ; bu t if o ther s 
ar e involved in the consequences , then it is a pub lic ac t .  I t  is d if f i-
cul t  to visualiz e any human act that would exc lude everyone else from 
its cons equences . Eat ing , s leep ing , and dying could be cons id ered 
ind ividual ac t s  af fec t ing only the one engaged in the func t ion . Such 
consequences ar e immed iate and momentarily priva t e ,  bu t o ther s may b e  
qu ickly drawn into the c onsequences . The cons equenc e of an ind ividua l 
death , obv ious ly ,  usually affects others . 
Dewey g ives the term "pr ivate" an add it ional meaning . For him an 
ac tion between two people--for examp le , a conver sat ion tha t does not 
ex tend beyond the l imit s  of the two peop le c oncerned--is privat e .  The 
ac t acquires a pub l ic capac i ty when the cons equences of the conver sat ion 
extend beyond the two speakers . For Dewey , the d i s t inct ion between pr i-
va te and pub l ic is no t equivalent to the d i s t inc t ion between ind iv idua l 
and soc ia l . 
30 
He says , "Many pr iva te ac t s  are s o c ia l . "  The private 
charac ter of an act ha s no c onnec t ion between i t s  nonsocial or 
2 9 Ibid . , p .  413 . 
30Ib id . , p .  368 . 
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anti social character ; any act may be nonsocial or antisocial , depend ing 
on the d irec t  or ind irec t consequenc es of the activity . 
• • • The line between pr ivate and public is  to be drawn on 
the basis of the extent and scope of the consequences of act s  
which ar e s o  impor tant as t o  need control , whether b y  inhibit ion 
or by promotion . 3 1 
The need for contr olling ac ts by other s and ourselves gave rise to the 
social ins titution , government . Government , then , ideally , is an instru-
ment for arr iving at desirable and useful consequenc es f or its par tici-
pant s .  I f  this is true for government , would it not . also be true for all 
the inst itut ions of society? In answering the question� one mus t · keep 
in mind that wha t is desirable or useful in one inst itut ion is not nec es-
sarily desirable or useful in another group , as each group is  composed 
of ind ividuals who have their own individual wants . These ind ividual 
wishes collectively ar e reflec ted in the image of the inst itut ion . 
A man may , and often does , belong to a number of institutions , 
each one having its  own "society , " subculture , or group . The term 
"society" in this d iscussion includes all institutions . Dewey says , "It  
is the nature of soc iety as of life  to  contain a balance of opposed 
forces . " 3 2 It  is also the nature of human society to contain people ; 
some are humane and many are inhumane , but it is generally agr eed that 
in either case one ' s behavior is learned . 3 3  
31Ibid . , p .  369 . 3
2 
Ibid . , p .  407. 
33The words "humane" and "inhumane" were deliberately used to 
d iff erentiate between the "good" and "bad" charact eristics implied in 
the word "human . "  It is evident that Dewey would prefer that all 
humans , therefore society , would have only "good " characteris tics . 
To learn to be human is to deve�op through the give-and-take 
of communica tion an effec t ive sense of being an individually 
distinct ive member of a community;  one who und er stand s and 
apprec iates its beliefs , desires , and method s ,  and who contri­
butes to a further convers ion of organic power s into human 
resources and values . 34 
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Although such a translat ion is never f inished , educa tion should func tion 
toward.s the development of a person into a distinc tive ind ividual ,  ready 
with his contribut ions to soc iety . In mos t  cases , education appears to 
be doing an ad equa te j ob .  
Dewey outlines some problems tha t soc iety mus t  solve . A society 
need s to provide for and maintain the following "freedoms" for every 
individual .  
1 .  Freed om o f  soc ial inquiry and o f  d istribut ion of its 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
conclus ions . 
Freedom of express ion . 
Freedom of intell igence to d irec t and to warrant fr eedom of 
action . 
Freedom from suppress ion . 
Freedom from oppression . 
Freedom from exploitation . 
Freedom from poverty . 
35  Freedom to enj oy self-respect . 
A soc iety failing to provide adequate--prompt , forceful , and equitable--
control to prohibit the loss of any � of the ment ioned freedoms is a 
34 Ratner , �.�t . , p .  389 . 3
5 Ib id . , pp .  394-404 . 
decadent society . Education can and should help soc iety help itself 
fulfill its role . The condition of total freedom--
• . •  must  be fulfilled if the Great Society is to become a 
Great Community : a society in which the ever-expanding and intri­
cately ramifying consequences of associated ac tivities shall be 
known· in the full sense of that word , so that an organized , art i­
culate Public comes into being . 36  
This is  the Challenge Dewey makes to Democracy,  but it is  up to  edu-
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cat ion to provide the means for the Great Society ; "means" in this sense 
does not mean money--it means the
. 
development of latent abilities or 
capabilities within individuals , enabling them to contr ibute to the well-
being of soc iety . 
Knowledge , inquiry , experimentation , nature , and society , all are 
instruments for whatever endeavor man undertakes . Each endeavor is a 
new experience in the continuum of the life of one man or of the history 
of education to provide opportunities and direction for benef ic ial or 
i 1 . 37 pract ca exper1ences . The point is that man f inds many of the instru-
ments for his experiments in nature and that each experiment is , in 
it self , an experience . 
V .  SUMMARY 
Dewey ' s  philosophy has as its foundation the philosophy of the 
38 exper iment derived from his analysis and evaluation of experiment . In 
36rbid . , p .  399 . 
37 Ibid . , p .  668 . 
38Ibid . , p .  58 . 
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any experiment , material and tools or instrument s are need ed . and in 
inquiry , test ing for the consequence of  a solution is  required . Accord­
ing to Dewey , any source of material· or instrument s--nature ,  soc iety , 
knowledge , his tory , or experience--may be instrumental in comp let ing an 
experiment . An experiment itself may be used as an instrument for fur­
ther exp er imentat ion ,  that is , man may use anything he chooses as  an 
instrument to further his purpose of gaining knowled ge . 
Such a broad interpretation of instrumental ism , although it 
includes the funct ion of thought , is untenab le,  and experimental ism is 
the label used to describe Dewey ' s  philosophical efforts . Instrumental­
ism, more commonly , means that the funct ion of thought is instrumental 
in controlling man ' s  environment and that the value of an idea is found 
in its funct ion in human exper ience .  
experience--the point of or igin , of inquiry , of sc ient ific 
3 invest igation . In other words , the subj ect-matter of primary 
expez:ience sets the problems and is the f irst data of the reflection 
which construc ts the secondary obj ects ,  for the sciences . The primary 
experience is an experience having a minimum of incidental reflection ; 
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the secondary obj ec ts are the produc t of continued and regulated reflec-
t ive inquiry . It  is from sys tematic thinking and observing that secon­
· 4 dary obj ec ts  are derived and experienced . A s imple example will help 
to c larify Dewey ' s  remarks about a primary experience and secondary 
obj ect s .  Suppose one is s trolling through a garden ; the walk in the 
garden is the primary experience and includes everything that one would 
normally expec t to f ind in such an area , including a rustle of some 
ground covering . The motion in the shrubbery gives cause for reflection 
and leads to an investigation as to what and why the motion occurred . 
Whatever is discovered by observation or reflect ion Dewey says const i-
tutes the secondary obj ects of the subj ect-matter--motion in the ground 
covering--of the primary experience .  Test  and verif ication of secondary 
obj ect s  are secured by the return to things of crude or macroscopic 
experience .  
" Experience" once meant the results accumulated in memory t o  be 
available in dealing with the present situation . Such past doings were 
3 Ratner , �· cit . , p .  116 . 
4 Ibid . , p .  1044 . 
CHAPTER IV 
EDUCATION 
I .  EXPERIENCE 
A primary respons ib ility of educators is that they not only 
be aware of the general principle of the shaping of ac tual exper i­
ence by environing condit ions , but that they also recognize in 
the concrete what surround ings are conducive to having exper i­
ences that lead to growth . Above all , they should know how to 
ut ilize the surround ings ,  phys ical and social , that exist so as 
to extract from them all that they have to contr ibute to building 
up exper iences that are worthwhile . ! 
Exper ience is what , Professor Paul We iss says , 
. • .  some wr iters , cooped up over their typewriters pounding 
out word s ,  t ell us that we should have , but who do not know what 
it is to have an exper ience . To have an exper ience is to  live , 
tas t ing all that lif e  has to offer . 2 
For Dewey , experience is the element of life in which all aspec ts 
of l if e  ar e contained , even inquiry and experimentation . From whatever 
subj ec t-matt er in pr imary experience one s tarts an inquiry , one starts 
from that subj ect-matter because it raised a problem ;  and whatever the 
solution is , it must lead back into the subj ect matter of pr imary 
1 Joseph Ratner (ed . ) ,  Intell igence in the Modern World : John 
Dewey' s Philosophy (New York : The Modern Library , 1939 ) , p .  668 . 
2 During the spring quar ter 1968 , Dr . Paul Weis s was a guest 
speaker on the campus at The Univers ity of  Tennessee . I t  was during a 
seminar held for phi losopher s and student s that he made the remark 
referred to above . His subj ect was Metaphysics . 
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5 often without control or ins ight . Experience was thus thought by the 
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ancient Greek philosophers to be inherently inferior to rational science , 
inferior because the body , senses , material things , and natural change 
which were connected to experience,  were thought to be inferior to 
6 reason or to metaphysical insight . Material gathered from the senses 
and experience was thought not to contribute to knowledge ; the senses 
and experience were barriers  to true science , but the modern scientist 
created innovations which extended and overcame the defec ts of the 
7 senses . He became interested in the changes that take place ;  the 
changes that went on delineated his problems which were solved when 
changes were interconnected with one another . In the prescientif ic era , 
knowledge was sought in the changeless ,  and it was assumed that higher 
8 knowledge was supplied by pure thought--thought apar t from experience .  
In experimental sc ienc e ,  knowledge i s  sought through the deliberate , 
definite ,  and spec ified course of change . Change is introduced and rela-
t ionships are determined and correlated , resulting in the desired obj ect 
of knowledge . That "science advances by adopting the instrument s and 
9 
doing s of d irec ted practice . . .  " is a po int stres s ed by Dewey . The 
knowledge gained by direc t  prac tice brings nature c loser to potential 
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Every experience is a moving force , and life is a continuum of 
11 experiences . Life is not one . big exper ience ,  but life is experience 
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ever changing ; no one phase of 'life is isolated from another . From the 
individual ' s  birth to his death an evolution of experience is in prog-
ress involving past experiences , nature , and the experiences of others--
interactions . 
One might ask why "one'.' experience stands out more than "another . "  
Could it be that the vividness of any one experience is due to the 
degree of one ' s  involvement with or awareness of the moment ' s  uniqueness?  
A man mowing his  lawn , for  example , stoops down and picks up  a rock,  
throws the rock asid e ,  then continues to cut his lawn . The experience 
of removing the rock from the lawn quickly fades into obscurity . 
Suppose the same man , in mowing his lawn hits a rock with his mower and 
the stone is propelled with such force that the rock breaks one of his 
f ingers--the man will remember the experience of his broken f inger and 
how it happened much longer than the experience of removing a rock . He 
was more sensuously involved . Although the above example illustrates 
an experience with an inanimate thing , it also applies to human rela-
tions . The more involved one becomes in his interac tions with others the 
more vivid the exper ience ;  and if the experience is one of amenity , then 
it will be a rewarding one for each person involved . Dewey says , "Expe­
r ience in the degree in which it is experienced is heightened vitality . "12 
11 Ibid . , p .  666 . 
12 Ibid . , p .  962 . 
An exper ience has a unity tha t gives it its name , such as that 
wreck, that cad , or that d inner . A single quality that pervad es the 
total experience s ignifies the unity of an exper ience , 1·�· , one domi-
nant property charac terizes the whole of the experience .  Some o f  the 
proper ties of an experience are intellec tual in review ,  but dur ing the 
sn 
ac tual occurrenc e they wer e emot ional , purposive , and vo litional . These 
differ ent charac ters lose their d is t inct ive traits in retrospect ion . · A 
thinker is r ewarded by total integral experiences that are intrins ically 
worthwhile . 
Man grows and d evelop s through experiences--hopefully , the bene-
f icial kind . Experience ,  
when dominated by the past , by custom and routine , is 
of ten oppo sed to the r easonable, the thoughtful . But experience 
also inc ludes the reflec tion that sets us free from the limiting 
influenc e . of sens e ,  appetite , and trad it ion . Experience may 
welcome and assimila te all that the most exact and penetra ting 
thought d iscovers . Indeed , the business of educat ion might be 
def ined as an emancipation and enlargement of experience . 13 
We speak of an experience as a unit with a beginning and a termi-
nus , but "an exper ience" is only a segment of the cont inuum abstrac ted 
from lif e  or his t ory--which in it self is an experience .  
II . ABSTRACTION 
Abstrac tion is an ind ispensable element in even ord inary th ink­
ing . It is found in analysis , in all observation • • . the logi­
cal value of abs tract ion cons ist s  in seizing upon some quality 
13 John Dewey , How We Think (Bos ton : D .  C .  Heath and Company , 
19 33 ) ,  p .  201 . 
or relation not previously grasped at all , making it stand out 
• • • • Abstracting gets the mind emanc ipated from conspicuous 
familiar traits that hold it fixed by their very familiarity . 14 
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The intellectual transition from concrete to abstract is a change 
in the realm of a thing . Dewey says that " things are concrete to us in 
the degree in which they are either means directly used or are end s 
15 direc tly appropriated and enj oyed . "  To support his idea of the con-
crete , Dewey used the example that mathematical ideas are "concrete" 
when used for measuring , building , or selling ; but when they are freed 
from connect ion of application or use they remain abstract . It is , of 
course ,  the use of ideas in the abstract that leads to formal logic . 
Abstraction from use was coinc ident with the formation of a sc ience of 
16 ideas . 
An idea freed from existential use is subj ect to a fallacy , 
accord ing to Dewey , for an idea is a plan for ac tion . It  would be like 
perfecting a tool independent of it s application . He prefers  to make 
the distinc tion between concrete and abstrac t as one "between operations 
to be actually performed and possible operations as such , as �erely 
poss ible . "17 The empir ical evidence for the accuracy of Dewey ' s  descrip-
tion of the relationship between concrete and abs tract may be found in 
the · example of an inventor or innovator . A man working and thinking 
about his work discovers that there might possibly be a better way of 
doing a task . Ideas flit through his mind which are assimilated , 
14Ibid . , p .  871 . 
16Ibid . 
15 Ratner , �· cit . , p .  87 1 .  
17 Ibid . , p .  87 2 .  
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manipulated , rearranged , and shaped into a tool--something unlike that 
which wa s available before the ac t of ab stract ion began . If . the tool is 
not fabr ic ated and put to use , that is , not brought into a concrete 
state , then the act of abstrac tion would be useless . Man , the creator , 
in his thinking goes from the concrete to the ab strac t to the concrete . 
The inventor , however , rarely thinks of his ac t of innovatin� , or the 
des igning of a thing , as having any relationship to the abstrac t .  If 
there were not a relationship between the concrete and the abstrac t ,  man 
would have but very few inventions to his credit . The concr ete end is 
the coming into exis tenc e of the ab strac t .  Perhaps another example will 
make c lear er the relat ionship between the concrete and the abstrac tion . 
There is need , let us say,  of a br idge--the concrete ; the id ea for a 
bridge takes shape in the mental process es--abstract ion ; and the design 
is laid out on paper--a "moment" of transition from the need . of a br idge 
to the existence of the bridge ; the bridge is erec ted--c oncrete.  
Dewey ' s  point is that to  think in terms of  possible operat ions irr espec-
tive of ac tual performance places no limit s  to development exc ept .human 
ingenuity . 18 This point at first appear s to contrad ict what Dewey said 
about an idea freed from existent ial use being subj ec t to fallacy , but a 
closer look d iscloses that Dewey means an idea is  not related to anyth ing 
without becoming concrete or without being mad e a symbol . The idea is 
freed fr om a spec if ic existential use by the symbol which may be used 
for a number of exis tent ial applications , for example , the symbols of 
18 Ibid . , p. 875 . 
mathematics , chemistry , phys ics , and logic . Any group of symbolic 
operat ions suggest s  further operations of ever-increas ing def initeness 
and comprehens iveness , but the consequence of such an operat ion trans-
forms the ab stract into the concrete unless the operat ion is another 
19 symbolic manipulation .  
Abstract thought i s  imagina tion seeing familiar obj ec ts in a 
new light and thus opening new vis tas in exper ience .  Experiment 
follows the road thus opened and tests its  permanent value . 2 0  
III . THEORY 
Tradit ional empiric ism insists that knowledge is dependent upon 
perc eptual mat er ial;  historical rational ism hold s that only conceptual 
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subj ec t-ma tter is  capable of providing knowled ge . Each theory of know!-
edge has advanced on the weaknes s of the other . The extreme immed iatism 
(meaning that the immediately given cons ists of qual itat ive , independent , 
and d iscret e unit s )  of traditional empir ic ism and the denial of the 
reality of relat ions led to modern rat ionalism which selec ted the rela-
tiona! funct ion and made relat ions the center and hear t of all knowledge . 
"The presence of Relat ions in knowledge wa s attr ibuted t o  the synthet ic 
21 ac tivity of thought as an independent factor . "  The diff iculty of 
19Ibid . , p.  875 . 
20 Dewey , �· cit . , p .  202 . 
2 1  John Dewey , Logic : The Theory of Inquiry (New York : Henry Hol t 
and Company , 1938 ) , p .  5 17 . 
rat ionalism to account for the presence of elements to be related 
22 
transformed rationalism into idealism. 
Traditional empiricism engaged in an unqualified and particular 
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selection of perceptual material . "It  held that the immed iately cons is ts 
of qualitative discrete atoms that have no intrinsic connec tion with one 
23  another . " In  other words , what is thus immediately given in  experi-
ence has no connec tion with other discrete units .  It  was up to rational-
ism to provide the relation , which it did ,  by selecting the relational 
function and making relations the center and heart of all knowledge . 
24 But it  could not provide for that which was not rational . 
According to Dewey there are three types of Idealistic theories 
of knowledge ; they are the perceptual , the rat ionalistic and the abso-
lut ist ic . Knowledge for perceptual idealism depends upon the discovery 
of the relation between what is perceived , empirically , in the content 
of experience and universals , such as essences , obj ect ives , and things 
that are independent of cognit ive subj ect s . The rat ionis tic idealism 
theory of knowledge is dependent upon thought . In thought , the ideal is 
formed--" the real world consis ts of a sys tem of relations which are of 
the nature of an obj ective comprehensive Mind or Spirit . 
Knowing cons is ts in the reproduct ions of the constitut ion of the obj ec-
t ive mind--the conceptual ideated . Both the perceptual and rationalis-
tic idealism depend on idealis tic ontologies ; the perceptual has the 
2 2Ibid . 
24Ibid . 
23 Ibid . 
25  Ibid . , p .  5 29 . 
Universal and the rationalistic has the Mind or Spirit--therein is the 
difference . Both draw from the empirical an obj ect of · perception , but 
both deny it . The relation of material to the Universal is dependent 
upon what is perceived and thought is empirically ascertained through 
26 the actual operat ion of inquiry--it is not � priori . 
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Absolute Idealism represents an attempt to overcome the division 
between perceptual and rationalistic theories by reference to an experi-
27  ence in which the two are completely fused , an absolute experience .  
The Absolute which i s  the Unconditioned Whole , the obj ect of 
knowledge • . • and the goal of human knowing is • . • a complete 
interpenetration and interfusion of the elements of the immediate 
and of the conceptual and reflective . 28 
The elements of the immediate are taken to mean that which is 
represented by feeling and sensory qualit ies . Dewey points out that 
reflection from the point of view of Absolute Idealism presupposes an 
all-inclusive experience--an Absolute Experience . In the Absolute Expe-
rienc e ,  there is no distinc tion between the immediate and the mediate . 
The material content of the ultimate whole , which is reality , is 
inaccessible to man; man "knows " only by means of j udgment . Judgment 
is reflective and mediate . It proceeds in terms of relat ions , and a 
relation implies both distinction and connection . There is , according 
26Ibid . , p .  530 . 
27 Ibid . , p .  526 . 
28Ibid . , p .  532 . 
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to Dewey , no way of obtaining the required goal of f inal unification in 
Absolute Idealism .
29 
It  would seem that for Dewey , the absolute is found in the experi-
ence . What is , is absolute .  That one cannot describe in toto all the 
characteristics , components ,  elements , facets , origin or end , is not to 
imply that an experience is a facsimile of the ultimate or of the abso-
lute which "exis ts" beyond the scope of the present appreciation of com-
municat ion , but it is to infer that the finite quality of human reason 
is only capable of descript ion from a particular point of view . 
Any theory of knowledge that denies the consequence of operat ional 
condit ions and consequences of inquiry is structural and ontological , not 
funct ional and logical . Competent science begins when instrument s are 
adapted and invented and used for the purpose of inquiry into inquiry . 
According to Dewey , a theory of knowledge must be "conceived in terms of 
the operat ions by which , in the continuum of experimental inquiry , sta-
30  
ble belief s are progressively obtained and ut ilized . "  
There are three out standing traits in experimental inquiry that 
Dewey uses to construct his theory of knowledge . The first  one involves 
overt action or doing , the making of definite changes in the environment 
or in our relation to it . The second is that experimental act ivity is 
directed by ideas which meet the conditions set by the problem . The 
29 - Ibid . , p .  533 . 
30Ibid . , p .  534 . 
third is tha t the outcome of the direc ted activity is  the cons truc tion 
of a new empirical s ituation in wh ich obj ects are d if ferently rela ted 
and in which consequences form obj ec ts that have the property of being 
3 1  known . 
Dewey ' s  theory of a theory of knowledge , or any other theory , 
seems to be that a theory mus t  come from the context of  experience and 
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terminate in a "new" exper ience . A theory inf er s  a problem, suggest s  a 
solution to the problem, d irects the testing of  the solution , and limits 
the cons equenc es o f  the experiment to prac tical use . A theory tha t has 
no pract ical use in the Deweyan sense is not a theory . Every theory 
must have its solution val idated by experimentation ,  sooner or later . 
The following def inition of a theory is perhaps a good summat ion 
of what Dewey thought a theory should be . A theory is 
• . •  the coher ent set of hypothet ical , conceptual , and prag­
matic pr inciples f orming the general frame of reference for a 
f ield of inquiry . 32  
IV . DEWEY ' S  INS IGHTS REGARDING EDUCATION 
The preceding sections in this chapter relate t o  Dewey ' s  effor t  
to  inform educators about spec if ic areas in  which a change of  perspec-
t ive was needed .  It is obvious that the same could be said about 
31 Ratner , .2£· cit . , p.  3 3 6 . 
32Author unknown . Taken from notes on a lecture given by 
Dr . Robert S .  Thurman in a class on Higher Education at The University 
of Tenne ssee in 1967 . 
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Chapters I ,  I I , and III , but unless one understands that experience ,  
although i t  can b e  unitized , is integral with life--a continuum--that 
abstract ion is dependent on experience--as is theory--and how different 
theories of knowledge affect educat ion , then there would be no practical 
advantage in exerting effort to bring education into a system .  
The art of educat ion i s  one in which every person i s  compelled 
• • •  to take an interes t ,  because it so imtimately concerns his 
own conduc t  • Professional education has its results 
limited and twisted because of the general state of educat ion . 
• • • Its  improvement cannot be made secure merely by better 
training of . teachers • • . •  Taxpayers have the last word . • •  
that word is dependent upon their education • • Those who 
receive education are those who give it ; habits already engen­
dered deeply influence its course . I t  is as if no one could be 
educated in the full sense unt il everyone is developed beyond the 
reach of prej udice , stupidity, and apathy . 33 
Education is caught going around in a circle from wh!ch complete 
escape may be impossible . To escape , education needs to create , within 
its domain ,  activity with suffic ient momentum to break it s circular path . 
Dewey sugges ts that the first  order of activity is to stamp out the 
not ion that mind and body are separate entit ies , an idea that is incar-
nate in religion , morals , bus iness ,  science , and philosophy . The 
reunion of philosophy and science is needed for a full realization of 
the integration of mind and body in action . 
"Self-activity , "  the ultimate educational ideal , has had litt le 
influence on practice because its interpretat ion has been too formal , 
that is , it has been restricted to activities of the mind without 
33 Ratner , �· c it . , p .  605 .  
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concern for the physical manifes tations of thought ; it must be taken to 
include all goings on .that involve growth of power . 
Age , native endowments ,  prior experience ,  social opportunit ies , 
and many other circumstances determine the kinds of activities that are 
true educative interests . Each thing that one learns seems to bring on 
a need to learn something more . Physically , the infant learns to crawl , 
and this leads to the need to learn to walk . He learns to eat , by his 
own efforts , and he then need s to learn how to discriminate between 
wholesome and unwholesome foods--between meat and mud pies . When a per­
son " learns" that he has ideas he has need to learn how to use those 
ideas by manipulating his hands , lips , and tongue--or tools . Physical 
act ivities grow with "mental" activities in scope and intensity or pro­
f iciency , not perhaps in a one-to-one ratio but in a relation partially 
controlled by mental faculties and attitudes , both one ' s  own attitudes 
and those of others . The point being made is that Dewey insists that it 
is the wqole person that needs to be educated , as it is the whole person 
that should grow . To develop the mind at the expense of the body or the 
body at the expense of the mind is to produce a twisted , unbalanced 
individual to operate within society . 
Activity covers all forms of expression and construction with 
tools and materials that involve conscious endeavor to acheive an end . 
Act ivities include everything from the making of mud pies to the selec­
t ion of materials for scientific inquiry . Activit ies create interest in 
mater ials--materials here include ideas--which under given circumstances 
lead to intellectual interest . Intellectual interest is most frequently 
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thought of as a function separate from other interests ; but Dewey points 
out that it is an integral part of all activities , although it may be 
made either subord inate to the accomplishment of a process or to the 
dominant interest .  An intellectual interest becomes dominant when the 
34 act ivity is instituted for the sake of finding out something . 
There is no sharp line between _theory and practice for Dewey . He 
says , "Planning ahead , taking notice of what happens , relating this to 
what is at tempted , are parts  of all intelligent or purposive activi-
ti u35 es . Without practice , there could be no theory since practical 
activities suggest a theory and further practice will validate , dis-
credit , or provide data to mod ify the theory . Each is dependent upon 
the other . One cannot have a theory without having a bas is for a theory . 
Educators should be alert to encourage the development of intellectual 
phases of activit ies which arise from the student ' s  practical interests . 
The teacher may d irect such intellectual activities into theoret ical 
activities . The condition of the student ' s  expression of his practical 
interest may enable the teacher to lead the s tudent by encouragement , 
to ref lective thought evoking a transition to theoretical ac tivity . 36 
Interest starts  fr.om the practical activity , goes to the theoretical 
act ivity,  and back to the practical act ivity . It does seem, however , 
34Ibid . , p .  613 
35Ibid . 
36Ibid . , p .  614 . 
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that interest can be arrested in either the practical realm or the 
theoretical realm resulting in a prosaic person or an intellectual 
oddity . A theory , like an invention , is worthless unless it is prac ti­
cal . Both may work at the moment of their formulation , but it may take 
some time to prove their pract icality . 
V .  THE EFFECT OF THEORIES OF KNOWLEDGE ON EDUCATION 
There are many theories of knowledge which have had an effect  on 
education during the past  s ixty years , but this section will discuss 
only a few.  Remnants  of these few theories persis t in competition with 
many of Dewey ' s  ideas . 
Logical positivism which is the offspring of tradit ional empiri­
c ism declares that science has all the important answers and that which 
cannot be verified empirically is meaningles s , except ing logic and 
mathematic s . The primary goals of educat ion should be the development 
of competence in the techniques of science . Man should accept sc ience 
as the one true source of knowledge . Science reveals the best way for 
man to think, but science cannot give us knowledge about values , s ince 
statement s about values are neither empirical nor analytical . Hence 
values should not be the concern of educat ion . The logical positivist 
insists on c larity of thought , prec ision of language , consist�nce of 
reasoning , and rat ionality of behavior , all of which are benefic ial 
element s to the proc ess of educa tion , but the idolizat ion of the 
3 7  sc ienc es could b e  detrimenta l t o  soc iety . 
"New Realism , " which is perceptual idealism mod if ied , t eaches 
that reality is in this world--reality exists independ ently of man and 
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is not a f igment of the mind . The physical world is reality . The real 
world is interpreted through the senses and may be d iscovered by man 
through the sc ientif ic method . In exper ience and by scientific 
endeavor s ,  one f inds the answers to all prob lems and truth . 
Truths ar e natural laws which govern the operat ion of the uni-
verse and man; all truths ar e in existence . They are found in the 
external , final , and f ixed world of experiences--in the univer se which 
is order ly . 
"New Realism" established for man the order ly universe , the 
source of reality , and the source of truths but the transmis sion of this J 
knowledge is the function of education . Therefore,  education need s only 
to prepare man to accept his inevi table lot , tha t of being controlled by 
the laws of the universe .  The task of education is to help man adj ust 
to his environment . I t should teach the laws of nature and moral laws . 
Educat ion should d ispense prac tical knowledge • . The stud ent is a func-
tioning organism , and through his sensory experiences the natural order 
of the world is perceived . Facts pr edominat e  and lead to exper tnes s .  
3 7  Orin B .  Graff ,  e t  al . , Philosophic Theory and Pract ice in 
Educat ional Adminis tration (Belmont , California : Wadsworth Publishing 
Company , Inc . , 1966 ) , pp . 156-160 .  
Education supposedly pours into the student the fact s ,  and nothing but 
38 the facts , and thereby producing an expert--a catalogue . 
The nature of education according to idealism , idealism in it s 
multiplicity of faces , is to be selec tive , that is , to selec t only the 
mental elite and wash their brains with ideas . Idealism is the belief 
that reality is of the nature of mind or idea . Our wo�ld of ideas is 
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the real world . Some philosophers believe that there is a perfect world 
of ideas reached only through the mind and only by a few people . The 
ideal world contains ultimate truth , ultimate value , and ultimate ideas , 
all of which are unchanging , stable . To know these ultimates is to rely 
on intuit ion , revelat ion , or "divine" reason . They are innate ,  !_ priori ,  
within the mind ( "soul" ) of man . The pursuit of them transcends the 
world of experience .  Idealists recognize the absolute moral law, and 
that "true moral values are a quality of the mind , self , conscience--the 
39 seat of all things universal in life . The Idealist values , it is 
claimed , are never in error . Reason is supreme , and it , pure reason , 
explains everyday experiences . 
Education in the "classical tradition" is idealis tic . The assump-
tion that man is a dualist ic creature and that all of his institut ions 
are in actuality dualist ic produced the imperative "develop the mind . "  
The idealist cries aloud and long to "seek knowledge for the sake of 
knowledge" ; to  educate the "haves" so that they may find truth; to train 
the "have nots "  so they may use the truths discovered by the "brains . "  
38 �. , pp . 122-127 . 39 Ibid . , p .  112 . 
Only the faculties of the mind can be educated . Only those facts  that 
conform to reason are right--" I am right , you mus t  agree with me : I 
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have reasoned ; I am the authority . "  The idealist dogmatically claims to 
have established the correct relationship between fac ts and reason . He 
also established the man-to-man relationship--" ! am right , you are 
wrong . " He believes that the developed mind can solve all of life ' s  
problems . It  is up to education to discover the mind which can be 
developed and to train it for the highest intellec tual endeavors ,  the 
d iscovery of truth . 
40 Each man must  be put in his "place" by education • . 
Another theory of knowledge is Pragmatism , and though the maj �r 
propositions of John Dewey ' s  experimentalism are to be found in Prag-
matism,  here we shall discuss Pragmatism in general . 
Pragmat ism holds that the real essence of ideas is to be found 
in their utilization as guides to action and behavior . That is ,. 
the meaning of ' an idea is to be found in how the idea operates 
when it is put into prac tic e .  Truth can b e  known only through 
its practical consequences . 41 
Pragmat ism,  then, is a method of determining the meaning of ideas and 
concepts .  As creation is continuous and is not a fixed universe , there 
are no absolutes . The universe is constant ly changing and in motion . 
It  is impossible to gain knowledge of ultimate reality as there are no 
ultimate truths . Truth is created in the process of experience--man ' s  
interaction with nature--and true ideas are those which intelligence 
discovers to be serviceable in man ' s interac tion with nature . 
40Ibid . , pp . 102-116 . 
41Ibid . , p .  166 . 
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Many pragmatists argue that man is a part of nature and 
continuous with it . Mind and body are integral parts of an evolving 
organism. Man is both a s ingular and a plural being . He is a product 
of nature and a social being . Man cannot develop in isolation , he needs 
social contac ts . In society he has unlimited poss ibilities . I t  is from 
man ' s  interact ion with others within soc iety that he derives his values . 
Society evolves as the needs of man evolve . Man is the master of the 
institution , society ; it serves him .  
Education ' s  purpose , according to the pragmatist , i s  the develop­
ment of the whole man . Man is helped to develop basic dispositions-­
intellectual and emotional--toward institutions , the physical world , and 
his fellow men . Science , a component of education , is an instrument to 
help �an act and to think clearly and obj ectively . I t  helps man recon­
struct and reorganize his experiences . The "whole"--psychological , bio­
logical , and social--person needs to grow, and in growing , the person 
42  learns to solve his  own problems and those of society . 
As each "new" philosophy evolves from its predecessor , because of 
their discovered inadequacies , it endeavors to sustain itself , and this 
it does through the contemporary educational sys tems . It might even set 
up its own school . In a democracy , due to freedom of thought , it is 
much easier to have conflicting philosophies competing for supremacy . 
Whatever the philosophy is that fills the "chair" at a university , it 
42 Ibid . , pp . 173-180 . 
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will cast  its shadow over the surrounding community . An inst itut ion of 
learning can become wracked by conflicting ideas of what and how to 
teach . Dewey , having been raised under the "classical" system of edu­
cation , recognized that each philosophy is correlated with the social 
cond it ions of its inception and that our democrat ic society was begin­
ning to feel the need for a philosophy that would fit its own dimensions . 
The transitions that our nation went through from a p ioneer to an agri­
cultural society and to an industrial revolut ion were made possible by 
education shaped by the "old country" standards and philosophies . As 
this country began to enter the scientific age , producing new ideas 
about - man , his environme�t , and his destiny , the institut ion of edu­
cation began to develop numerous problems , many of which remain unsolved . 
A new philosophy for a democratic society was needed . Pragmatism was 
delineated . Many of the concepts of pragmatism came from the depths· of 
history but were given a new applicat ion , �._g_. , "man is a social animal . "  
But what is the s ignificance of man ' s  being a social animal? What is 
his func tion in today ' s  society? In history , "old" ideas take on a dif­
f erent import at d if f erent points in the cont inuum of soc iety , but in a 
democracy "old" ideas are usually cast aside , after a struggle , and are 
replaced by "new" ones or by old ones applied differently . The con­
fusion in educat ion that existed at the t ime our ?emocracy was under­
going a transit ion from the industrial complex to the age of scientific 
effort  prompted Dewey to analyze the s ituation and to offer his brand of 
pragmatism,  experimentalism, as a course for educators to pursue and thus 
contribute to the growth of the democratic soc iety . The fact that 
education even today is s till stumbling about is not due to lack of 
direct ion or direc tors but is due in part to mis interpretat ion of the 
direction education should . go . Certainly other fac tors are involved , 
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such as the vest iges of antiquated techniques of educating people , poli-
tic�l and economic factors , inadequate facilit ies , population increases , 
soc ial pressures , lack of knowledge about the learning process , lack of 
knowledge as to why educators themselves are in conflict , and as to why 
students do not relate to education in the manner usually prescr ibed by 
an inst itution . All these factors are only symptoms of the disease 
afflicting education . The disease is man ' s  not understanding himself , 
his interactions with others and his interrelation with nature . 
VI . THE TEACHER 
Dewey compares teaching with selling commod ities , which is unfor-
tunate , because no teacher wants  to be called a drummer . Few academic 
citizens would allow their d ignity to be spotted with such a simile . 
However , teachers might be benef ited , they might enhance their technique , 
if they were aware of the "stages" through which a sale must  pass  to get 
the order--the end result . The s teps of a sale are : attention, interest , 
conviction ,  desire , and c lose . The steps  of teaching are attention , 
interes t ,  desire , conviction , and knowledge . A teacher ' s  proficiency is 
directly related to his ability to func tion in each step . Ways to accom-
plish each step could be a thesis topic . 
Since learning is something that a pupil has to do himself and 
for himself , the initiative lies with the learner . The teacher 
is a guide and d irector ; he steers the boat , but the energy that 
pr opels it mus t  come f rom those who ar e learning . The mor e a 
teacher is aware of the past exper ienc e of s tudents , of their 
hopes , desires , chief interests , the bet ter will he understand 
the forces a t  work tha t need to be d irected and utilized for 
the format ion of ref lective habits . 4 3  
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A teacher need s to be genuinely interested in his stud ents and in creat-
ing an inter est for the disc ipline and a desire to learn--the teacher 
must mot ivate his students . Once the generator is started , the energy 
will f low . 
The teacher himself needs to be a s tudent ; he needs to learn how 
to sustain cur iosity in each class member ; he need s to s tudy ind ividual 
traits and hab its and the cond it ions that modify the d irections in which 
individual power s ar e expr es sed . He mus t  be aware of  individual capac i­
ties and the inf luence the ent ir e  environment has on the s tudent . 44 He 
need s to be the example of a "good " teacher , an example of the mental 
habits he is advocat ing that the s tudent learn , and an example of the 
moral virtues reques ted by soc iety . Imitation is  a potent force in the 
acquis it ion of knowledge . John Dewey said , with emphasis : 
Everything the teacher does , as well as the manner in which he 
does it , inc ites the child [ stud ent , whether he is a child , teen­
ager , or adult ] to respond in some way or other , and each 
response tends to set the child ' s  attitude in some way or 
other . 45 
This is another way of saying that an organism and its envir onment 
interac t .  The t eacher is par t . of the student ' s  environment , and the 
43  Ibid . , p .  615  
44 . John Dewey , How We Think , p .  57 . 
45Ibid . , p .  61 
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reverse is also true ; and a desirable interac tion is dependent upon . the 
successful effor ts of the teacher . This seems to put a great burden on 
the teacher , but that is where the burden should be placed , even if the 
student is his own . teacher . The educational institution is a contriv-
ance for ' bringing the learner and the teacher together ; it supplies the 
facilities and materials necessary for a teacher-student relationship to 
develop . Students as well as teachers work to reach rapport , but stu-
46 dents have a tendency to try to satisfy the teacher . It  has often 
been said , "To pass a course , it is best to study the teacher and not 
the subj ec t-matter , "  and many teachers unknowingly subscribe to that for 
two main reasons : They themselves followed such advice by not having had 
a "good" teacher example , and secondly , they have never learned how to 
put self in the background or to forget self in their teaching . To put 
the teacher first , subj ect-matter second , and relegate self to an 
obscure posit ion is a difficult task for all but the excellent teachers . 
A teacher alive to the modes of thought operative in the natural 
experience of a child will see that the problem of intellec tual educa-
t ion is the transformation of natural powers into expert and tested 
power s , !·�· ' to change curiosity , which is natural to a child , into 
attitudes of alert , caut ious , and thorough inquiry . The student needs 
to be helped to establish some kind of intellectual organization on his 
47 own present level . The enthusiastic teacher will communicate suffi-
cient topic matter to encourage , not discourage , contributions from the 
46 Ibid . , p.  61 . 47 Ibid . , p .  84 . 
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student s .  He will persist in get ting the learner to develop for himself 
the reasonablenes s  of his own account--to j ustify his contributions to 
48 the topic . The born teacher will "ins tinc tively know" how to lead a 
stud ent away from the fear of a new undertaking and will refrain from 
inst illing fear in the pupil ; he will allow the student to build on his 
successes and to overcome his failures with a minimum of p sychological 
scar s .  Perhap s many o f  the people who are classed a s  utter failures 
ar e the pr oduct of success ive failur es in the minor issues of l i fe 
in the forma tive years . It  could be tha t failur e to have construc tive 
interactions with others , even with teachers , has contr ibuted to some 
suic ides . The immed iate self-imag e ,  externally or internally produc ed , 
is fundamental in future behavior , and as  the teacher ' s  position is  
one of leadership , he should assume a great deal of the responsibility 
for lead ing his students into heal thy self-images . 
The t eacher is  the leader in a microcosmic society by virtue of 
his wider , deeper knowledge and his mature experience . That as a 
leader , he "must have hi s mind free to obs erve the mental responses and 
movement s of the student members of the recitation-group" is a point 
49 that Dewey emphasizes . Bodily express ion is a clue to a mental con-
d ition or attitud e .  The teacher needs to b e  sens itive and alive t o  
states of puzz lement , boredom , feigned at tent ion , the dawn o f  an idea , 
48Ibid . , pp . 270-1 . 
49rbid . , p .  2 7 8 . 
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egotism ,  the meaning of  all  word expressions ; he  has to  be a student of 
the student , if he is to keep alive the student ' s  desire to go on 
learning . 
A teacher will supply himself with the many tools available to 
help himself help the student , such as knowledge in various subj ec ts , 
includ ing human relations . He will be willing to innovate and use inno-
vations , to try what has worked for others in teaching s ituations . Fe 
will demonstrate that he himself is an example of what he hopes the stu-
dents will evolve into--a thinker , a reflective thinker . 
The humane teacher will understand that natively and normally the 
personality works as a whole in all of a person ' s  experience .  The inte-
grat ion of character and mind calls for the fusion of the intellect ion 
and the emot ional , of meaning and value , and of imagination and desired 
so possibilit ies . 
VII . EDUCATION : A PROCESS 
"Education is a constant reorganizing or reconstructing of 
experienc e" ; its end is the "direct transformat ion of the quality of 
5 1  exper ience . " Education "renders it s subj ect capable o f  further edu-
cation, more sensit ive to condit ions of growth and more able to take 
advantage of experiences . "5 2  All that  one acquires in the process of 
education are marks of growth and the means for continued growth . 
so Ibid . , p • 2 7 8 . 5 1  Ratner , ££· cit . , p .  627 . 
52 Ibid . , p .  628 . 
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This would lead one t o  as sume tha t the more one knows the more 
one can know . This may be a truism, as the knowledgeable person , in . com-
parison with the les s knowledgeable one , has more poss ib�e relat ionships 
available to explore or lead to the acquisit ion of more information . 
Yet ; there seems to be an innate limitation with respect to the amount 
or the kind of knowledge that an ind iv idual can obtain . This limitation 
might be the result of lack of des ire , or motivation , or the kind of 
experiences one has had . · 
Each experience tends to blend into one ' s  future experiences ; 
such experienc es cons titute one ' s  history and direc t his future . This 
last s tatement is not to be cons trued to mean that man ' s  future is 
determined--determination--by his pas t ;  it means that man ' s future is  
somewhat dependent upon what man does with his past experience in 
directing his immediate action ,  that is , man still chooses wha t he will 
extrac t from his his tory , how he will use it , and in what direct ion he 
desires to go . Educat ion is a process of developing an awarenes s  of 
life . It  may be internally or ext�rnally motiva ted , but it  propels man 
into his futur e ;  it is ever-pr esent . 
V I I I . EDUCATION IS NOT A SCIENCE 
5 3  Education is an art ,  and like all f orms o f  art i t  can b e  
stud ied scient if ically .  A sys tema tic study o f  education can provide 
answer s to questions about t eaching ; about the subj ect-matter that will 
5 3Ibid . , p .  605 . 
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insure mor e meaningful experienc es f or the different types o f  
personalit i·es ; about innovat ions , equipment , and mat er ial needed ; about 
pred ictions that may be safely made as to the success or failure of a 
given technique of t eaching . Such answers would not be rules commanding 
s trict adher ence f or ins truc tion , but they could be used f or tools to 
assist in teaching , learning , inquiry , and exper imentation . 
• • • The existence of  sc ienc e gives common eff icacy to the 
experiences of the genius ; it makes it pos sible for the results 
of special power to be5�me par t of the working equipment of 
other inquirer s • • • • 
Dewey makes the point that educat ion i s  not a sc ience,  but that there is 
an educational science which is  found in the minds of those directing 
educat ional ac tivities--not in books , experimental laborator ies , nor in 
clas srooms . "We mus t  distinguish between the sources of educational 
sc ience and scient ific content . " 55 
The educational practices provide the subj ec t-mat ter , data , or 
facts which form the problems of inquiry and it is in the area of edu-
cational prac tices that testing should be done . Pract ices are the 
sour ce of supp ly f or the problems , but it is from other sc ienc es that 
the material is drawn which furnishes the cont ent ; educat ional sc ience 
56 is dependent on other sc ienc es for the solutions to its problems . 
Educat ion is a development within , by , and for exper ience , and the 
only authent ic means f or get t ing at the significance of our everyday 
54Ibid . , p .  633 . 5 5Ibid . , p .  639 . 
56Ib id . , p .  680 . 
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experiences of the world is the scientif ic method ; it provides a working 
pattern for the use of experiences leading onward and outward ever 
expanding . 57 
In the following chapter , we will look at some of the Deweyan 
influences in education in the sixties . 
57 Ibid . 
CHAPTER V 
DEWEY ' S  PHILOSOPHIC VIEWS REFLECTED IN 
CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION 
I .  THE GENERAL S ITUAT ION OF EDUCATION 
This concluding chapt er will focus on the general situation of 
educat ion today , and an attemp t will be made to rela te some of what is 
go ing on to the comment s about educat ion tha t were made by John Dewey 
a third of a century ago . The maj or sourc e for this material is cur-
rent per iodicals , mainly NEA Journal . 
• • • Schools have responded to , and have reflected , soc ial 
cond it ions which are themselves in a state of confus ion and 
conf lic t . ! 
The thir ty-odd years s ince Dewey made that s tatement seem to have 
changed the pictur e very lit t le except that the confus ion is wider 
spread because of more schools and more people . Conflict has become 
mor e open and violent as evidenced by the r iots in the ghetto sec tions 
of our cities , the p icket ing of schools by par ent s ,  and the str iking of 
the teacher s for better working and teaching cond it ions . 
The fundamental problem of educat ion is to dec ide with what 
movement of soc ial forces , which it in par t helped to spawn , 
1 Joseph Ratner (ed . ) ,  Intelligence in the Modern World : John 
Dewey ' s Philosophy (New York: The Modern Library , 193 9 ) , p .  693 . 
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it shall align itself . The problems of selection and organization of 
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subj ect-matter o f  study , o f  methods o f  teaching , o f  school buildings and 
equipment , and of school adminis tration , are but phases of the basic 
problem .  Dewey suggests that education "select the newer scientific , 
technological , and cultural forces that are producing change in the old 
2 order . "  An important phase in the fundamental problem,  then , will be--
to develop the ins ight and understanding that will 
enable the youth to go forth from the schools to take part in 
the great work of cons truction and organizat ion that will have 
to be done , and to equip them with the attitudes and habits of 
ac tion that will make their understand ing and ins ight practi­
cally effective . 3 
There are many reasons for unrest , co�fusion , and conflict in 
society , as well as in education , today , but only a few will be men� 
t ioned . For example , Dr . Victor Danilov , Executive Editor of Industrial 
Research , in his art icle "Turmoil on the Campus , "  starts  off by saying , 
"The once-tranquil academic scene has become a hot bed of protest . "
4 He 
gives three principal factors for the turmoil : the expanding volume of 
research , the increasing dependence upon federal funds , and the growing 
opposit ion to the Vietnam war . Danilov points out that universit ies are 
moving away from the ivory tower image and are becoming more concerned 
with the problems and needs of society and the Nation . 5 Dewey might not 
2 Ibid . , p .  694 . 
3 �- ' p .  695 . 
4 Victor J .  Danilov , "Turmoil on the Campus , "  Industr ial Research 
(A�ril , 1968 ) , 70 . 
5Ibid . 
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agree with the three reasons that Dr. Danilov gives for campus unrest , 
but he would agr ee that education needs to generate more concern for the 
problems of society--spec ifically , that of the relat ion of ind ividual 
freedom to soc ial order--and give direct ion to social change. 
Jonathan Kozol , a teacher in Newton , Massachusett s ,  advocates 
that the teacher and school administrators should adorn the ir profes-
sional dress with community contact . The profess ional need s to have 
human interac tions with other members of the community. A stalema te 
6 in human relations turns too eas ily into soc ial tragedy. Dewey would 
of cour se have teacher s and administrators engage in soc ial activities 
for gr eater human interact ions and to bet ter unders tand the background 
of the students. Dewey says : 
A pr imary responsibility of educat ion is that they not only 
be awar e of the general pr inc iple of the shap ing of ac tual 
· exper ienc e by environing cond it ions , but that they also recog­
nize in the concr ete what surroundings are conduc ive to having 
exper ienc es that lead to growth. Above all , they should know 
how to  ut ilize the surround ings , phys ical and soc ial , that exist 
so as to extrac t from them all tha t they ·have to contr ibute to 
building up exper iences that ar e worthwhile . 7 
Dewey is not j ust  referr ing to classroom env ironment but to the total 
environment of the student ; and to know an environment is to int erac t 
with it , to observe it from within . 
One of the perennial prob lems plaguing educat ion is a lack of 
understand ing of learning. We have developed many innovations for 
6 
Jonathan Kozol , "Alienat ion or Interaction? , "  NEA Journal , 57  
(May' 1968 ) ' 48 . 
7 Ratner , .22.· cit. , p. 668 . 
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learning and have learned , but we do no t know f or sure how or why 
learning takes plac e .  The theories advanced for learning have not been 
very helpful in revea ling the natur e of learning . James L .  McGaugh , 
professor of psychobiology at the Univers ity of California says : 
Most of the s ignif icant innovations have been concerned either 
with the content or with procedures for automating trad it iona l 
t eaching methods ; f ew innovat ions and var ied prac tices have 
grown out of basic research concerning the nature of learning 
and memory . 8 
The work of Dr . McGaugh illustrates the dependency of educat ion 
on other sc ienc es to provide content for educational sc ience which will 
in turn provide education with the ma terial for tes ting practice . An 
educat ional sc ience is func tioning today , but not in educat ion; basic 
research has no t signif icantly influenc ed its prac tices . The implica-
t ion is that when educa tion does take advantage of bas ic science , its 
progress will parallel advances tha t have been made by the farmer and 
9 the physic ian . The sc ient if ic method of inquiry--which , to Dewey , is 
the natural ,  logical , and only way to arr ive at knowled ge--will probably 
conf irm Dewey ' s  ideas on the biolog ical foundat ions of inquiry . James L .  
McGaugh supports Dewey ' s  biological analysis o f  the human organism when 
he says , "Learning ab ility is central to the biological and soc ial evo-
10 lut ion of man . " McGaugh also points out that when an organism 
8James L .  McGaugh , "Learning and Memory , "  NEA Journal , sf· 
(April , 1968 ) , 8 .  
9 Ib id . 
10Ib id . 
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responds to a stimulus it first must have "learned " what response to 
mak i "the t 1 1 i h 1 d e ,  -·�· ' response canno occur un ess some earn ng as a rea y 
occurred . " 11 
Dewey advocated that educators need to change their ways of 
thinking , and in some areas of educa tion , change has been made . The 
suggest ion mad e by St . Franc is for man "to treat all nature as sacred , "  
has been largely ignor ed by man , the benef iciary of nature . Dur ing the 
"Age of Reason , " man mad e man and his reason sacred and separated him-
self from na ture ,  at least in his thinking . Dewey called attent ion to 
this belief when he described man as an organism living by means of an 
12 environment ,  not in an environment . Dewey ' s  ins istence that a problem 
comes from the contextual who le and that it s solut ion must be tested in 
the cont extual whole has been given reinforcement by Dr . Carro ll Quigley , 
professor of his tory at George town Univer sity . In his ar ticle titled , 
"Needed : A Revo lut ion in Thinking , "  he says : 
The · cogni tive techniques der ived from our underlying out look 
have inc luded (a ) using analysis rather than synthesis in seek­
ing answer s to problems ; (b ) isolating problems and studying 
them in a vacuum ins tead of us ing an ecological approach ; (c) 
using techniques based on quant ificat ion rather than on quali­
f ication study done in a contextual situation ; (d ) proceeding 
on the as sumption of a single-fac tor causat ion ra ther than 
pluralistic , ecological causat ion ; and (e)  bas ing dec is ions and 
actions on need s of the ind ividual rather than the needs of the 
gr oup . l3 
11
Ib id . 
12 cf . Chap ter 11 . 
13 Carroll Quigley , "Needed : A Revolut ion in Thinking ? , "  NEA Jour-
nal , 57 (May , 1968 ) , 68 . 
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It  is diff icult to change our old methods of thinking , but a new 
way of thinking is sweeping the Wes t .  The traditional Western cate-
gories and cognitive assumptions are being rej ec ted and replaced by an 
intuitive and less logical point of view. 14 This point o� view is not 
based on mystical or occult conceptions . The subj ect-matter does not 
come from the power of Reason or Pure Intuition;  it is not � priori .  
The illustration Dewey used about a painter mixing pigment will help to 
clarify the nature of intuition in the "new" method . 
• . . A painter at work upon a picture may decide that there 
is not enough red in a certain part of the picture to give the 
des ired esthetic effect . He determines how much rerl should be 
added by "intuition" and trial , s topping when he gets the quali­
tatively unif ied whole he is after . He appraises or evaluates 
the amount needed on the basis of a net qualitative outcome , not 
by weighing a pigment upon a scale having numerical indices . 15 
The newer , or older , way of looking at experience ,  discussed by Quigley 
"tries to f ind out how everything func tions by seeing its relationship 
16 to a larger system ,  and ultimately to the whole cosmos . "  
That some problems cannot be solved by specialization , isolation , 
and quantif ication is a point that Quigley makes , but �t is also a point 
that Dewey makes when he insists on validating an hypothesis by testing 
for its consequences . Dewey says that those who insist that subj ec t  
14Ibid . 
15 John Dewey , Logic : The Theory of Inquiry (New York : Henry Holt 
and Company , 1938 ) , p .  204 . 
16 Quigley , ££· cit . , p .  69 . 
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must be reduced to numer ical terms--quantity--are guilty of logical 
error , as are the people who ins ist on subj ec t-mat ter being qualitative . 
Both mis s the meaning of logical mea sur ement , which is deter­
mined by the instrumental ref erence of quantif ied propo sit ions 
to an int end ed obj ec tive consequence . l7 
Dewey called for a revolut ion in thinking wi th respect to the 
trad it ional method , which is to ab s tract a problem from its context and 
analyze its factors . In some ar eas of soc iety , spec if ica lly in some 
sc ience , Dewey ' s  voic e  was heard ; but in educat ion , his voice was 
reduc ed to a whisper , and the cry today is to "kick" over the quant ity 
and accentuate the qual ity . If we lis ten to Dewey , we will realize tha t 
the synthes is _of quantity and quality is found in the contextual whole 
and that a problem is no t solved nor knowledge gained unt il the conse-
quences of the solut ion , whether by quantitative analys is or qua litative 
control is usable or enj oyable . 
II . TEACHER EDUCATION 
Op inions d iffer dras tically on teacher educa tion , but op inions as 
to the cr it ical attr ibutes of a teacher ar e very much in accord with 
Dewey ' s  ideas on the subj ec t .  Ar thur Pearl , prof essor of educa tion at 
the Univers ity of Oregon , lists four attributes tha t a teacher must have 
to be an ef fec t ive teacher . 
1 .  He mus t  have the ability to nego tiate a soc ial contrac t .  
2 .  He mus t  be able to share valuable knowledge and exper ience . 
17 Dewey , �· cit . , p.  206 . 
3 .  He mu s t  be "hip . "  
4 .  He mu s t  become a manager and organizer of comp lex soc ial 
18 organizat ions . 
F ir s t  of a l l , a teacher is a human , al though s ome s tud ent s  may 
d isagr ee and refer to their teacher a s  a mons ter or a c las sroom auto-
maton . Teaching is an int erpersonal relat ionship , and the teacher , by 
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vir tue of h i s  po s i tion ,  i s  r espons ible for engend er ing favorab le inter-
ac t ions be tween his own per s ona l i ty and the per s onality of the s tudent . 
The shar ing of knowledge and exper ienc es i s , aga in , the responsi-
bility of the teacher . He mus t  s ell ; he mus t  convinc e the s tud ent of 
the value of wha t he i s  offer ing . The mater ia l  mus t  be present ed in a 
c oher ent , int elligib le manner ; it mus t  be communica t.ed t o  the s tud ent at 
the mo tiva tional or intellec tual s tage o f  the s tud ent . 
The teacher mus t  under s tand that the s tud ent need s s choo l experi-
ence s  to gr ow; the s tudent need s to ga in a s ense of u sefulnes s by 
d evelop ing the ability to use subj ec t-ma t erial in soc ially approved out-
l et s ; and he need s t o  h�ve a s ense of belonging to the c la s s . 
The teacher who unders tands the problems of the youth and is ab le 
to or ganize s taff and s tudent s in effec t ive social relat ionships will 
more read ily get the s tudent involved in academic exper iences . The 
18Ar thur Pear l ,  "We Are Failing Mis erab ly , "  NEA Journa l , 5 7  
(May , 1 9 68 ) , 14 . 
signif icance of the experience is proportionate to the degree of 
19 personal involvement . 
We are failing on teacher education,  according to Arthur Pearl , 
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and for reasons obvious to Dewey many years ago . The "teacher" has not 
learned to create an academic or physical environment conducive to the 
activity of learning . Education has not integrated theory and prac tice , 
as theory is not regarded as useful . Many teachers have not learned 
that motivation , learning , and perception , and social organization all 
20 explain student behavior . Dewey said that the teacher needs to be 
alive to human tendencies--student behavior . 21 
A changing soc iety needs versatile teachers , as noted by E.  Brooks 
Smith of Wayne State University . 
A rout ine teacher may have been adequate yesterday , but the 
schools of today and tomorrow need the inquiring teacher , the 
innovative teacher , the teacher who can tackle the serious edu­
cational problems developing in a society where every child needs 
an education to survive , whether he comes from the slums or the 
suburbs • . . • Only a liberal education for inquiry and a c lini­
cal professional preparation for teaching produces teachers of 
this sort . 22  
An education
· 
for inquiry might well start with some of the ideas pro-
posed in Dewey ' s  Theory of Inquiry which we examined earlier . 
Dewey advocated educating the "whole" person , each person to his 
capacity . Education should allow for the development or growth of the 
19Ibid . 
21  cf . Chapter IV , sec tion VI . 
20Ibid . , p .  15 . 




phys ical as well as the mental .  Manual dexterity comb ined wi th mental 
adroitness creates a more balanced individual . Over the year s ,  some 
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areas of education have incorpora ted into their sys tems suggestions mad e 
by Dewey . In many univer sities , Departments of Educa tional Research 
have ma ter ialized to s tudy the var ious aspec ts of educat ion sc ientifi-
cally . Many of the subj ec ts that Dewey includ ed in his philosophy of 
education ,  such as enc ouraging inquiry , and teaching the ind ividua l 
within the context of his total environment introduc ed into the process 
of  education .  I n  some ins tances , s ome o r  all o f  these concept ions have 
failed to produce favorab le results , but in many ca ses the results have 
been gratifying . Perhaps Dewey would claim that any failure was caused 
by the use of improper methods .  
Technology is one source of assis tanc e education should use . it 
is now coming into educat ion rapidly .  John Henry Mar tin ,  Super intend ent 
of Schools in Mount Vernon , New York, said : 
Public education is the last great s trongho ld of the manual 
trades . In education , the indus trial revolution has scarcely 
begun . 23 
Technology began s lowly and is irres istibly produc ing profound conse-
quences for education and indus try . I t  is exp ected that the appl icat ion 
of elec tronic technology will improve the quality of instruction . The 
main impac t of the computer for educa tion , so far , has been to force a 
23charles E .  Silberman , "Technology is Knocking at the School­
house Door , "  Fortune 74 (Augus t ,  1966) , 120 .  
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gr eat many people from many disc iplines to study the teaching process . 24 
Education need s to know how paop le learn before its teaching can 
improve . 
Char les E .  Silberman points out that the schools have failed 
because of their inability to teach the young how to learn and to st imu-
late a love for learning in the student . The schools have not been 
succe ssful in teaching independ ence of thought and in training the stu-
dent in the uses of intuit ion and imagination . Stud ent s need greater 
depth of understanding and greater ability to apply that understand ing 
to new situat ions . 
James Bryant Conant and other s have suggested that schools would 
gr eatly improve if they could attract and retain more teacher s who know 
and like their subj ec t and the ir stud ents ,  and who also like to teach--
25 who know how to teach the hos tile , unmo tiva ted , and mo tivated per son . 
Many students who are not learning proper ly can in fact learn , 
and can learn a great deal , if they are pr oper ly taught from the begin-
ning , and those who are learning can more . The native int elligence con-
cept is gradually being replac ed , through exper imentat ion , by a new con-
cept tha t intelligenc e may be something that is it self learned . Na ture 
does set limits , but very wide limits , to intell igenc e; "prectsely what 
part of his genetic potent ial an ind ividual uses is determined in good 
26 measure by his envir onment ,  which is to say , by his exper iences . "  
24Ibid . , p .  122 2
5 Ibid . , p.  124 . 26 Ib id . 
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As Silberman points out , although the richer the exper ienc es in 
the ear ly years the greater the development of intelligence , there are 
those who would argue that it was due to "na tive " int elligence that 
enabled the person to engage in important experienc es . It is apparent 
that more inquiry , scient ific inquiry wi thin the cont extual who le , is 
needed . Even now, there ar e . those who refuse to accept an impor tant 
pr inc iple of learning , which is to take into account the ind ividua l 
differenc es in learning and the need for meaningful , succes sful exper i-
27 ences . 
Ind ividualized ins truct ion is emerging as the mo st . important 
single force for innovat ion and ref orm for three reasons . Fir st , 
society--or perhap s j us t  the student--is ins isting that schoo ls take 
account - of ind ividual differences ; and secondly,  technology is becoming 
available to augment the teacher ' s  effor ts to give at tent ion to the 
ind ividual desires and needs . A third reason , al though one that has had 
little note , is the influx of adults into educat ional ins titut ions--an 
inf lux of adults seeking to become educated . Many of these adults are 
far beyond the age which wa s believed to be the terminal po int for learn­
ing , much less becoming educated . This has prompted some prof essors and 
adminis trat ions , to reevaluate their method s and to understand , perhap s ,  
what Dewey meant when he spoke of educat ion as being a process and a 
progress of growth . Education is progressive and cont inu�s unt il activ­
ity of the organism ceases . That the organism is an ind ividual should 
27Ibid . 
ind icate that its gr owth is also an ind ividual process and that it s 
education should be ind ividualized . What Prof essor Susan Meyer Markle 
of U . C . L . A .  said , "Ind ividualized ins truct ion is a necess ity , no t a 
28 luxu�y , "  is but an echo of the voice of Dewey . 
Dewey ' s  philos ophy by his own admiss ion is pragmat ism,  but is 
more of ten ref erred to as exper imentalism .  He emphas ized , a s  we have 
seen , the importance of the exper iment as a component of inquiry and 
exper ience .  Often a dire situation forces an ins titut ion t o  engage in 
exper imentat ion , and one such example is of no te . 
Pr iva te colleges and univer sities are find ing it diff icul t to 
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survive under the high cost  of  education .  More and larger subsidies are 
go ing to the larger land-grant colleges and larger state-regulated ins ti-
tutions or sys tems , and as it is a natural thing to sit at the table 
where the gravy is , students are go ing where educat ional or research 
grant s ar e being awarded . Duke University hopes to reverse the traff ic . 
Dr . Robert Krueger , of D�ke Univers ity ,  is the archi tect of an 
ent irely different approach . to learning which Duke Univer sity is to 
initiate on its campus in the fall of 1969 . Each student will get what 
is close to a ta ilor-made education . Theoretically,  it will be po s s i-
ble to earn a degree wi thout ever attending a lec ture . The sys tem puts 
stress on cont inuing education , self-mo tivation , and independent study . 
Semes ter hour s will change to semester courses . 
28Ibid . , p .  125 . 
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Central to Duke ' s  experiment in education is a concept called 
"learning experience , "  apparently provided by "tutorial" or "preceptor-
ial" sessions . The program is based on the premise that educat ion is a 
"stance toward life . " A desirable stance ;f..s most likely to develop in 
an atmosphere of freedom,  composed of open-mindedness , flexibility , 
versatility , rationality , and well-intensioned efforts . The student 
shares the responsibility for his own education and his own dec isions , 
and he will have extensive personal contac t and dialogue with teachers 
and classmates . His studies will not be limited to the campus but may 
carry him to distant parts of the world . 
Krueger insists that the student ' s  des ire for relevance in his 
course of study can be satisfied and combined with the parent ' s  desire 
to see him develop self-reliance and discipline as the student makes 
choices and engages in independent research . The student matures by 
2 9 making choices , even wrong ones . 
Another point that Krueger makes is : 
• • • If the student develops the art of changing his intel­
lectual stance as he gets new insight or information ,  he can more 
easily develop a stance toward the world that will keep him 
balanced even while his environment is in flux . 30 
The ques tion to be asked is , how "new" is Dr . Krueger ' s  concept of edu-
cat ion? Perhaps what is "new" is the application of basic concepts that 
29Paul Fogleman, "Duke Devises New Way to Educate Future Genera­
t ions , "  The Knoxville News-Sentinel , July 14 , 1968 , p .  12 . 
30Ibid . 
were. not even "new" with Dewey , who put emphasis where it  belongs--on 
the whole man . 
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Education today has incorporated many of  the concepts that Dewey 
expr essed in his philosophy of education ; also , much of what he said is 
shrugged off as being a truism .  One wonders t o  whom such truths are 
obvious ; if no t to the one learning to be a "teacher , "  then it must be 
the person already professing to be a teacher . The quest ion then 
ar ises--if he knows that learning should inc lud e the contextual whole , 
that learning and growth are an ind ividual thing , that sc ient ific 
inquiry is a method which will produce benef ic ial consequence , that 
practice and theory are integrally r�lated , that the great teacher add s  
creativity and insp iration to his basic repertoire , that learning is 
desirable and pleasurable , and tha t students learn outside of school as 
well as in school--then why has he not used his knowledge wisely for his 
own benef it and for the benef it of soc iety? Perhaps the one . who refuses 
to practice truths is like the man who rarely becomes an example of his 
own convic t ions . He solves problems and wr ites the solut ions for others 
to f�low, no t car ing about put ting into prac tice what he advocates . 
His " immor tality" is es tablished in his wr itten ef fort s .  Perhap s he , 
who will not practice truths , is like the man who read s of a solut ion to 
a prob lem common to all men and agrees tha t the solution is a correct 
one--but for the other per son . Dewey certainly endeavored to practice 
what he believed educational sys tems should be--a place to trans form 
meaningful exper ienc es into more meaningful exper iences . 
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